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ABSTRACT
We study hard hadronic collisions for the proton-proton fpp) and the
proton-antiproton (pp") option in the CE3N LEP tunnel. Based on our
current knowledge of hard collisions at the present CERN op Collider,
and with the help of quantum chromodynaraics CQCD), we extrapolate to
the next generation of hadron colliders with a centre-of-mass energy
Eon * 10-20 TeV. We estimate various signatures, trigger rates, event
topologies, and associated distributions for a variety of old and new
physical processes, involving prompt photons, leptons, jets, Vr and
Z bosons in the final state. We also calculate the maxisun feraion
and boson masses accessible at the LEP Hadrcn Collider. The standard
QCD and electroweak processes studied here, being the main body of
standard hard collisions, quantify the challenge of extracting new
physics with hadron colliders. We hope that our estimates will pro-
vide a useful profile of the final states, and that our experinental
physics colleagues will find this of use in the design of their detec-
tors.

INTRODUCTION

The present CERN pp Collider has established that hard hadronic collisions involving
quarks and gluons can be very cleanly separated fron the seemingly formidable background
of soft interactions and studied quantitatively. The discovery of the W 1 [lj and Z° [ZZ
bosons, the observation of energetic jets [3], and measurements of the inclusive prompt
lepton £ij ant* dilepton £53 events among a host of final states have conclusively demon-
strated the potential of hadron colliders as powerful machines to study basic partonic
interactions. The fluffy In s physics, which dominated the era of the CERX Intersecting
Storage Rings (ISR) [ft}, has not posed a serious problem in the extraction and interpreta-
tion of hard collisions at the CESN pp Collider. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to
assume that the separation of the signal CQCD hard processes) from the background (minimum
bias events) would be much less of a problem at the next generation of hadron colliders.
The experience gained at the CERN Collider makes the extrapolation of Standard Physics to
higher energies a relatively safe exercise.
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The aim of this report is to undertake this extrapolation and provide reliable rates
and distributions involving hard QCD processes at the LEP Hadron Collider having a centre-
of-mass energy ,'s • 10-20 TeV. At the same time it should provide a comparative study of
the pp versus pp option as well as a study of the question involving machine luminosity
versus centre-of-mass energy. Since the primary soal of the machines such as the LEP Hadron
Collider is to unravel the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking, which presumably
involves an energy scale of order I TeV at the partonic level, we compare the merits of pp
and pp r lliders centred around 1 TeV in the parton centre of mass. Theoretical estimates
presented here should also provide such mundane (but, for any experimental program, impor-
tant) information as trigger rates, event topologies, and energy spectra of prompt photons,
leptons, 'A'r, I', and jets.

We work in the context of quantum chromodynanics (QCD). This input enters at two
levels. First, in the evolution of probability densities, Fp/i(x,Q

2), of finding a parton i
with a fractional energy x = 2Ei/Ss and virtuality, Q2, within a proton (equivalently anti-
proton) having an energy ^s/2. Next, one has to calculate the interactions among quarks
and giuons using perturbation theory giving rise to leptons, photons, jets, &T and Z"
bosons in the final state. We make use of the QCD higher-order corrections to the Born
diagrams involving electroweak processes whenever this infermation is available. In some
reactions the higher-jrder corrections play an important role in qualitatively changing the
topology of events ii comparison with the lowest-order expectations. For example, including
higher-order QCD contributions leads to large-pp production of W~, Z°, Y*, and Y, which in
turn lead to large-pj- photons, monojets, lepton pairs, etc. Since some of these topologies
are expected signatures in supersymmetric and composite scenario £7], reliable estimates
of standard background due to higher-order QCD processes are absolutely essential. A rela-
ted aspect of the higher-order corrections is that they increase the acceptance of Drell-Yan
type processes, which otherwise, not having the benefit of a large-pj- component in the pro-
duction, would throw final states in forward directions.

The other most important feature is the increasing role of the gluon-initiated pro-
cesses with ,s in hadron-hadron collisions. There is good evidence that the hadronic jets
seen by the UA1/UA2 detectors are dominantly due to the quark-gluon and gluon-gluon scatter-
ings ^3j- Extrapolating to /s » 10 TeV, the gluon structure function dominates up to
x £ 0.3, thereby leading to the dominance of gluon-initiated processes for /f - 1.0 TeV.
Thus, many of the low-energy distributions based on quark-antiquark annihilation at /s •
540 GeV would change at h\gh energy. For exannle, the angular distribution do/de(p-l*) meas-
ured [9] in the process pp •» WX(W~ -• £~\JJ) would undergo a substantial change with /s owing
to the gluon initiated process g + q - *T + q'. This is a definite prediction of QCD [l(T]
and constitues an interesting test of perturbative QCD.

The topics discussed in this report are as follows.

i) Parton densities (structure functions) for 0.54 TeV < /i"< 40 TeV in pp and pp colli-

sions.

ii." ^rell-Yan-type processes of the form £ll1

ir.dudiag the production of yet heavier W(i and Z'° bosons.



Hi) Prompt-Y production in inclusive reactions ~l-2

ppfpl - y * x .

iv) Production [13] and energy-angle profiles of jets in the processes

ppCp) - iet * X ,

including effects of multiple gluon emission [WJ.

v) Heavy quark production at large pj- in the processes -"15"

ppfp) - Q - <3 <• X (Q - c, b, t)

and in the diffractive processes ~16^ 0\i • heavy baryon, M » heavy neson)

PP(P) • -Vj * M * X .

In this section we also calculate the yield of promt leptons due to the heavy quark

pair production and seraileptonic decays ̂ I SJ

pp(p) - Q «• Q • X • Z'X , 2(.r)X.

We discuss the consequences of weak mixings in hadron collisions £l?1 and estimate
rates in the same-sign dilepton signal.

vi) Heavy quarkonia production [lS^

PP(p) * (J/v>. *. Jj, iC' %•
 nt' * x •

vii) Finally, the production and decays of yet heavier quarks [l9j.

There are two main uncertainties in the estimates of rates. The first is due to the
lack of higher-order QCD corrections in inclusive jet and heavy-quark production cross-sections
to the desired level of theoretical accuracy. A closely related point is the choice of scale
in the argument of 3S(Q

2) and in the evolution of the parton densities. The second uncertainty
is due to the lack of precise determination of parton densities at low energies. We have
fixed the parameters of our calculations from the UA1/UA2 data at J% » 340 GeV for the
processes p * p * jet • X, u^u^X, w'x, 2°X and yX using the Gltfck-ftoffinann-Seya (GHR)
parametriiations [2CT, which we use generally. The dispersion in the structure functions
and parton luminosities corresponding to other choices of structure functions are studied
extensively in section 1. In particular we compare the GHR parametriration with the one
due to Duke and Owens (DO) [2l] extrapolated up to /s » 20 TeV. We find that they differ
from each other only for extremely high and low values of /§ and therefore it is reasonable
to conclude that the spread in extrapolation to /s * 10-20 TeV due to parton luminosities is
small [y 10-20^ in the region of interest). Thus, the over-all rate presented here should
hold to within a factor of 2. The extrapolations of electroweak processes should pre-
sumably be more reliable since we do take into account higher-order QCD processes and have
the benefit of the UAl/UAi data to normalize.

1. STRUCTURE FUNCTION AND PAKTON LUMINOSITIES

The cross-section for a hard collision process in har;'-on-hadron interactions can be
schematically written as
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where G is the product of coupling constants (a, c^, ag for electromagnetic, weak, and
strong interactions, respectively); Rjj (Xi, X2) is the product of probabilities of find-
ing partons i and j in the hadrons 1 and 2 with fractional energies x., xa (» 2E,j2//s):

Xz) C1.2)

3.. Cxj, X,, ...) represents the cross-section for the hard-scattering subprocesses,
some examples of which are given in Table 1; the symbol S represents convolutions of the
probability functions Ry(xi, Xi) with the parton cross-sections S y (x^, x-, • • • ) ; £ i j
means summation over all parton species (i.e. quarks, antiquarks, and gluons) and integra-
tions over all the remaining variables involved in the phase space of the subprocess i*j - X.

Mote that the function R—(xi, X2^ acts as a sort of parton luminosity sampling func-
tion reflecting the fact that at high energies hadrons are broad-band beams of quarks, anti-
quarks, and gluons. Having ^ ( x ^ x2) at a given s (centre-of-rsass energy squared), the
cross-section in Eq. (1.1) can be trivially calculated, given 5-- - X.

In order to make the functional interpretation of Eq. (1.1) clear, we review the
simplest of the hard-scattering processes in hadron-hadron collisions, namely the massive
lepton-pair production in pp annihilation. From Table 1 we have

(1.3)

where q^(x) is the distribution probability for quarks of species i (» u, d, s) and charge
e^. The dilepton mass squared is

M 2 a SX.Xj » S "C
with

It is straightforward to write down the differential (lepton pair) invariant mass distribu-
tion,

where o0 is the well-known point-like cross-section for e*e* • u*u~, (Jo " 4-ra
2/3Mz. The

interpretation of the function T(diji/dr) as a differential parton luninosity is ismediately
apparent. Thus, the function x(dlii/dT) defined as
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Table lb

Total cross-section for heavy quark pair production in the notation of Eq. (1.1).

Here x - (1 - 4n£/s)'/j; § => X|X2s.

Subprocess K;J (x,. aca) G^ <JLJ

"" + 2 m.lfl)%

Q Q
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Tatie lc

Differential cross-section for jet production in the lowest-order QCD:
E(dc/d!p) - £ /dx,dxj Ry (xl>XlJ 5(3 - t * Q) ^fChS^

Slibprocess

9 gg-gg

*X *i ^ . „ ."jl

Cl l
+t lr _ 32 Cl l
+t l 8 a

6. gg^q gpogcx.) ^ - f

u s

9



(1.6)

contains all the relevant initial (hadronic) state information. It is better to introduce

a. quantity related to rfdl^/dr) but having the diaensiocs of a cross-section (cm2) Ct - 3/s):

i

In terms of 5 the Drell-Yan cross-section (1.5) can be expressed as

dM

Before presenting the results for 5-• we would first like to discuss the uncertainties

in the structure functions themselves. We have chosen two sets of structure functions for

illustration, nasiely those due to Gltick, Hofflnarm and Reya (GHR) [20j and the ones due to

Duke and Owens [2l]- In Figs, la-c we present the structure functions xF(x) for the

Fig. 1 the valence u-quark., sea-, and gluon-structure functions xF(x) at; a) Q2 > 15 GeV2,
b) Q2 • 10"" G«V2, and c) Q2 • 10s G«72 using the Gluck-Hoffmann-Reya (solid curves) and the
g

b) Q 10 G«V, and c) Q 10 G«7 usi
Duke-Ovens (broken curves) representations
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valence u quarks, gluons, and the sea quarks in a protcn at Q2 • 13, 10", and 10° GeV2,

respectively. The lowest Q2 represents the energy ranga where typically these functions

are extracted from the data, Q2 = 10" GeV2 represents the W, Z mass region, and Q2 » 106 GeV2

is the focus of the LEP Hadron Collider. The structure functions are dominated by the gluon

at x £ 0.2. There is considerable uncertainty (a factor of 2-3) in the gluon structure

function in the region x - 0.3 at Q2 » IS GeV2 but this uncertainty is considerably reduced

at Q2 ' 10" and 10' GeV2, lending support to the hope that at /s • 10-20 TeV the partonic

cross-section 5 - (.'I'} should show limited dispersion for /§ £ 1-2 TeV.

In Figs. 2a,b we present the 'cross-section' 5 ^ for pp collisions at /i"» 10 and 20 TeV,

respectively, for ij » uu, gq • qg, and gg using the GHR parametri;aticn (A = 0.3 GeV).

The crosses and points represent the corresponding results using the DO parametriiatior.

('. = 0.29 GeV). Thus, unless one is interested in very lew values of /l//i", the two para-

metri:ations give very similar results. It is dear frcn Figs. ia,b that in the pp colli-

sions (and more dominantly in the pp collisions) the gg contribution dcniiutes up to very-

large values of S§. In pp collisions at /i" » 10 T>V, the crossover (i.e. 3(gg)/a(uu) • 1)

9 05 0» QU ISO tM U 0 SOt

' ; ITIVI

OK 9-10 3 JO 055 1M 15J l o g

A

W»>

C)

0 05 0.1 0.5 10 50 100

A ITlVI

Fig. Z The partonic cross-section, dc/dT 5 (l/s)x(d^f/dT) as a function of the parton-
parton centie-of-mass energy (• r$) for a) pp •* g + g, (qg*gq, q " j»d) and uu+uu at
• s - 10 TeV for the GHR (drawn curves) and DO structure functions (• and x); b) same as
(a) with >'s • 20 TeV; c) comparison of the partonic cross-section r Q> *p(p) «• g * g] at
•s • 0.5i, 10, and 20 TeV using the GHR parametrisation.
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occurs at /§ • l.S TeV. The corresponding number for 20 TeV pp is /s = 3.0 TeV. Of course

the real cross-section for a procass is obtained by including the coupling constants and the

colour factors. Here again Cexcept for W 1 and Z" production) the gg and gq scatterings

have favourable multiplicative factors. Hence unless one is discussing production of very

heavy W't :' and heavy quarks with M//s » 0.1, the potential of the pp and pp machines are

very similar.

Concentrating for the time being on the gg 'cross-section' we compare in Fig. 2c the

performance of a pp machine with /I » 10 and 20 TeV. Since the gluon structure function

falls very steeply for large x, the gg 'cross-section' falls rather steeply for large values

of /s. We find that 5gg(Vs » 20 TeV)/5gg(/s - 10 TeV) '/g-i TeV
 = 7 "** £ h e ratio increas"

ine to % 35 for /3 » 2 TeV. Thus, the interesting event rates around /s = 1 TeV in a 20 TeV

pp machine are comparable to those in a 10 TeV pp machine but with an order of magnitude

bigger luminosity. Again, for heavier objects with W / s » 0.1, the higher energy pp machine

will have substantially larger avent rates. In Figs. 3a-c we show the cross-section

3 (pp or pp),

and -10 TeV.

), and for the 10 parametrizations for /s » 0.5*. 2, 10, 20,

fig. 3 The partonic cross-section d<j/dT at »'s • 0.54, 2.0, 10.0, 20.0, and 40.0 TeV using
the Suke-Owens structure functions: a) p + p(p) * g * g ; b ) p * p - » u u * u u ; c) p * p •• uu + uu
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Probably a better measure of the event rates is the 'differential cross-section1

d2j;^/dydT'via, i.e. rates for central production. It is important to recall that most of

the QCD processes c*iow marked forward (and backward) peaks. This is particularly marked

for low »"§ (or p^l events, which, because of the Lorent: boost, go forward and would be

lost in most detectors which have limited acceptance in the forward direction. In Figs. 4a-c

we show the differential cress-sections (d 2a^dydT) (pp/pp)! , Cd2Jujj/dydTKPP)!v»0f and

(d2jl£/dydt)(pp) v^0. The dominance of the gg subprocess is still evident also for the

'differential (in rapidity) cross-sections' for objects with M//I £ 0.1. However, in the

region of interest, namely /§ = 1-2 TeV, the enhancement in the rates for central production

going from /s » 10 to 20 TeV is now less pronounced than the one in the 'integrated cross-

sections' . In particular we find

J = O) » 5" Por>/I=lTeV

b)

ft <T.V1 ft ntn

S> i i - id C)

Fig. 1 The double differential partonic cross-section dc/drdy'„_,.> at «'s - 0.54, 2.0, 10.0,
and 20.0 TeV using che Duke-Owens structure function: a) p * ?(p) - " g * g ; b ) p + p - " u u * u u ;
c) p + p -» uu +• uu.



This feature emphasizes the importance of machine luminosity in sampling the bench-mark
region around -'5 • 1 Tev. For \f/Ss » 0.1, however, there is no marked difference in the
acceptance between all y and y»0 regions, since the decay products of such a heavy object
are expected to go in the central region.

DRELL-YAN TYPE PROCESSES

In this section we shall discuss Drell-Yan type processes of the form

PP(PP) -* V.W1, 2° -» ll' +X
we shall also discuss the production of heavier W'1 and Z'° with the couplings similar to

the standard model, as well as the production of two gauge bosons from the set (VrZ,y.y*)

in op (and pp) collisions.

The simplest of the processes (2.1) is the one via an intermediate virtual-photon Y",

i.e. the standard Drell-Yan process. The differentiil distribution in the invariant di-

lepton mass for the DY process

p + p(p) —> ** * x (2.21

can be written as

CLM

where now we have introduced a factor K due to higher-order QCD effects. The phenomenological
K-factor needed at low energy is typically 2-2.5. With higher centre-of-mass energy, a(Q z)
decreases and probably so does the K-factor. We have taken K » 2 for the numerical estimates.
The invariant,mass distribution can be obtained using the partonic CTOss-sections a -, 5j-j
calculated in Section 1. In Figs. Sa,b we show the distribution (2.3) for /s - 10 and 20 TeV
pp collisions. It is clear from Fig. S that 1 pb limit is obtained at M^+j- * 60 GeV essen-
tially for both »'s » 10 and 20 TeV. However, dileptcns with such a small value of m//s
(typically £ few times * 10~3) would go mostly forward, and only a very small fraction of
them will be observed in a typical detector.

Perhaps it should ba remarked that the formula (2.3) which lumps the effect of higher-
order QCD corrections in a multiplicative K-factor is not a very useful one for estimating
the acceptance of DY-type processes. The reason is that higher-order QCD diagrams such as,
for example,

LX
would produce the lepton pairs at large p^ (balanced by the quark jet). To have realistic

estimates of the acceptance for DY lepton pairs in a typical detector, the large p_ topologies
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a)

Fig. 5 Invariant mass distribution for the massive Drell-Yan production p * p -» (v*,Z) — I I
including the leading-order (in ots) corrections at a) /s • 10 TeV; b) /s • 20 TeV.

should be included. However, since the absolute rate for (2.2) is rather small, we refrain

from doing this. We shall discuss this point later when we calculate the observable rates

involving W~ and 1° production.

-.1 t*r and :° production

In proton-antiproton (and proton-proton) collisions, events with large missing trans-

verse energy or with a large transverse momentum lepton are expected to signal the occurrence

of 'new physics'. Thus the SU(2) ® U(l) chaTged weak bosons W1 were discovered at the CERN

Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) Collider in events where an electron or positron with

Pj > 13 GeV was associated with a large missing transverse energy [l^. Recently, events

with a lirge transverse missing energy in association with a hadronic jet or with a neutral

electromagnetic cluster have been reported [22]. Whether these events are to be entirely

explained by the higher-order QCD processes leading to processes of the type p + p-»2+jet*X

and p + p - iet+X is at this point not entirely clear. The observation of the so-called

moiojet events is expacted in the Standard Model via p + p • Z° + jet • X (Zc •> vv) and

p*p - W • yT\r - T~V T » (T,O,A, . . . ) ± vT3- "Hw monojet events are also expected in many

supersymmetric theories [23} and it is therefore extremely important to calculate as care-

fully as possible the rate and the pj. spectrum of monojets in the Standard >iode3.

The higher-order QCD corrections in the processes p + p(p) - WrX;Z X are important

from an additional point of view: namely, the actual cross-section for W* and Z° production

observable in a detector with limited forward detection. The point here is that in the DY

process (Fig. 6a) the W2 and '." are produced with longitudinal momentum only, apart from

the small transverse fluctuations associated with the primordial-kj. of the partons in the

colliding hadrons. Higher-order QCD diagrams such as those of Figs. 6b,c will conmunicate

transverse momentum to the weak bosons leading to more central production. As we are going

to show in this section, the fraction of events observable in a detector with a typical

pseudorapidity range h! S 2.S is decreased by only 2SS at /s - 10 TeV, if the large-pj.

mechanisms are included. In contrast, in the estimates based on pure Srell-Yan W1, z' pro-

duction, about 30a. of the cross-section falls in the range ;n > 2.5. Thus higher-order

QCD corrections play a more important part than supplying a mere K-factor in the rates.



L.
Fig. 6 Flyman diagram* for ch« process
p*p » B^XCW* » «sv.): a) Born l«v«l; b^ 0(as)
annihilation diagrams q*q - W±*g|Ws •» «~ue);
c) 0(0,,) Cospton diagrass g • q • W +g(WJ • •*

We have made use of the calculations for the processes

P *P -» + X

2° 2° -
UiT

+ X
(2.5)

done completely to O(cts). The diagrams for the W~ production are shown in Fig. 6 and those

for the Z° are similar and are not shown explicitly. There are several calculations in the

literature ^10,11^ which differ fran each other essentially in the treatment of the small-

pj; '"̂  region, where the contribution of the diagrans in Fig. 6 diverges and some resunna-

tion technique has to be employed. We use here the method of Ref. [24], where the details

of the calculations can be seen. We have used the Gluck-Hoffmann-Rcya parametrization with

the scaling violation set by the scale Qz • p| /4. The contribution of the hard corrections

(Figs. 6b,c) is obtained by multiplying the corresponding matrix element by a regularizing
U2 W 2 u 2

factor 1 - esp(-p£ /<Pr>
soft» "here

 <PTsoft ** c a l c u l a t e t i ^ t n e resunmation of the order

-as leading double logarithm terms. This yields <Pr>s(Jft "
 0 # 0 * v a t ^s * ^40 GeV, giving

about 130 pb for the *r production cross-section in the soft processes and ^ 170 pb for the

contribution from the hard processes, leading to o(p*p — V* X(W~ •• t'v ) = 350 pb at

/s • 540 GeV. This cross-section (multiplied by 2) is to be contrasted with the recent

measurements [25]

530±iOO±ioo p b

The theory and data are in reasonable agreement, and one should bear in mind the

)t uncertainty in the theoretical predictions related to the structure functions. In
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Fig. 7 we show the pj. spectrum of the W* normalised to the 43 events of the UA1 data. Again

the agreement is reasonable. A recent theoretical update by Altarelli et al. [l] gives a

similar distribution.

In Figs. 8a,b we show the distributions d2j/dn^'f'"'dy for the processes p + p • ST * X
and p + p » :° • X for /s » 2, 10, and 20 TeV. The most striking feature of Figs. 8 is the
rapid growth of the large -p2'" tail with /s. Perhaps it should be remarked that the O(ag) P
distributions shown here could increase substantially when OfrJ1 effects are included.
The K-factor for the pj-distribution of the DY pair calculated by Ellis et al. [ H j is -vl.6;

16 -

a t I 12 16 20
p! (5.VI

Fig. 7 Comparison of O(as) corrected normalized
distribution dff/dpjtf for the process p+?-*W*X
with Che UA1 data ac /s • 540 GeV.

20 30 111 SO 60 70 90 90 100 110 1Z0 130 1

r ig . 3 The di f ferent ia l ^-distributions for the VT and Z1 bosons, d : 3 /dplldy' ,
• s - 2, 10, and 10 TeV: a) p *? - U* + X; b) p + p - Z: +X. " ^

fo r
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it is not unreasonable to assume that the distribution d2a/dpij.'~dy in 0(a s)
2 also receives

a similar enhancement. If the present UA1/UA2 data have to be reconciled with the Standard
Model, at least such an enhancement is certainly needed. In Table 2 we show the integrated
cross-sections for both y » 0 (central production) and all-y values (total cross-section).
As remarked earlier, QCB corrections tend to make the Vi~ and Z° production more central.
The values of <p£ > and <p£ > are also listed in Table 2 for various /s. Again these values
may very well turn out to be underestimates owing to the absence of 0(a s)

2 and higher effects.

Table 2

Production cross-sections for fT and Z° bcsons in pp collisions in leading-order QCD.

/s

0.S4 10 20

X ^nb :

i 0.7 8.2 11.9
u J all v

a (pp - ir • X

5
0-68 6.5 7.9

:°X y
*uVj

0.06 1.2 1.7
all y

0.053 0.82 1.1
5 :

rfpp-Z0 • X 1
* - I

/ p T \ GeV ' 7.6 16.6 19.3

p^° ) GeV 9.1 23.3 24.E

There are two additional features of the W^ and Z3 production in pp and pp collisions
at large »'s, related to QCD effects which we would like to note. The first feature is the
distortion of the Jacobian peak in the process p * p -• *T + X(tr •* i^v^), and the other is
the change in the angular distribution of^the i1 measured with respect to the beam direction.
In Fig. 9a we show the O(ccs) corrected pp" distributions at /s - 0.54 and 10 TeV for
>'̂ ~ ^ 2.5. In Figs. 9b,c we show the distributions da/d9(p-e*) for pi < 30 GeV and

p| > 50 GeV for /s » 0.54 and 10 TeV. Vote the change in the shape of the angular distri-
bution with .s. This is due to the increasing role of the gluon-initiated processes with
. s, and constitutes as such a test of perturbative QCD £l0*i.
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Fiq. 9 a) The lepton-pj distribution da/dppi integrated over a pseudorapidity interval
'y*' < 2.5 at /s « 0.54 and 10 TeV for the process p*p •*• W S * X («* -. z'vj). b) The angular
distribution da/dSp-i* with che cuc-aff pjj < 30 GeV but aehervise the same parameters as in
Fig. 9a. c) Same as Fig. 9b with p* > 30 GeV.

The predictions for the process pp - 2° + X(Z° - l*i~) follow qualitatively the same

pattern as for the process pp - r * XCiT - iKj), namely: i) large increase of the p| tail

with /s as shown in Fig. 8; ii) fattening of the Pj distribution distorting the Jacobian

peak shown in Fig. 10a where again we compare /s » 540 GeV with /s » 10 TeV; and iii) the

change in the angular distribution of the lepton do/d8(p-e+) with /s shown in Figs. lOb-c.

In Table I we have presented the cross-section for p + p -• 2° + X, the fraction of

observed cross-section in the interval !ni £ 2.5, and the average values <pZ > for various

values of r's. We again remark that the fraction of observable Z" events in a typical detec-

tor with an angular acceptance 10° < 6 < 170" is not small owing to higher-order QCD effects.

In conclusion, we find that in the multi-TeV energy region the weak bosons vr and Z3

are produced with large-p^ owing to higher-order Q O processes. The Compton-like process

will play a dominant role at these energies. A consetjuence of this is that the rates cf

Vr and Z" production are expected to be very similar in proton-proton and proton-antiproton

collisions. The topology of the observed events (i.e. non-forwardi would be such that the

W" and Z would be dominantly accompanied by a jet (or jets). The present CESN pp Collider

experiments have clearly seen such events, and their rates are expected to grow rapidly at

large ,s.
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Fig. 10 a) The Upton fvj. distribution da/dpi integrated ov«r « pscudorapidity interval
|y»! < 2.5 at /s - 0.54 and 10 TeV for th«+oroc«ss p*p * Z° • X(Z° - 4*l~). b) The angular
distribution do/d8p-4* vith the cut-off pa < 30 G*V but otherwise the sane parsseters as in
Fig. 10a. c) Sum a* Fig. 10b with p| > 30 GeV.

2.2 Production of heavier W and Z' bosons

The LEP Hadron Collider has the potential of producing weak bosons, W and Z', ouch

heavier than the Standard SUC2)L x U(l) bosons, should these heavier objects exist. There

are a variety of models in which W and V exist, either as fundamental bosons, such as Wi

and Z° in the SU(2)L x U(l) model, or as conposites having non-standard decays. .Among these

models there exists a particularly attractive one with the weak group G » SU(.Z)^ x SU(2)R x
U ^ B - l a n d SL " gR L263- This nodel generates parity violation spontaneously. The usual

phenomenology of the f^-Kg mass difference translates (albeit with sane assumptions) in a

lower limit on the right-handed boson mass [27] m^ > l.S TeV. In yet other classes of

models, generating charge conjugation, parity violation, and CP violation spontaneously,

one could put an upper bound on the mass of the right-handed boson assuming that the

SU(2)R intereactions are the sole source of CP violation. The present data on the CP-

violating parameter s in the kaons gives then an upper bound iikfe S 21 TeV [28j. Thus it

seems possible that the region around 1-2 TeV is also the habitat of the right-handed W and

Z bosons.

We have calculated the production cross-sections for the processes involving V and Z'

in pp and pp collisions, namely

p + p(p) W, (2.6)
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Assuming universality one could calculate the cross-sections for the processes {Z.

in terms of the standard W* and Z boson cross-sections. Using the relation

<r(W,Z)
(2.7)

the results are shown in Figs, lla and lib for the W' and 2' production, respectively. The

cross-section is higher for the pp case as compared with the pp case for identical values

of m ^ and nuj, with the difference becoming larger for larger nty* and m,/. The observable

rate depends on the trigger. If the W and Z' have decays (and branching ratios) similar

to the standard W and Z, then they could be found in the standard decays

V
W,Z'

IV
(L

2 jets

In other models the decays of the WJ± may involve massive neutrinos, which in turn

decay leptonically or semileptonically:

(2.9)

Fig. 11 The production cross-sections for heavier W'- and Z<0

"V',Z' " *•• 3- a n d 5 TeV as a function of the centre-of-mass energy: a) p+p -» W' +
lines), p + p - W' *X (dashed lines); b) p + p - Z ^ + X (solid lines), p*p - z " + X
lines).

bosons with ?ssumed mass
X (solid
(dashed
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giving rise to rarher spectacular signatures although at the cost of event rates. However,
we are confident that by the time the LEP Hadron Collider starts operating, the jet-jet
invariant mass technique would have become a standard tool in the repertoire of our experi-
mental colleagues in their search for new bosons. Recent attempts by the UA2 Collaboration
in the jet-jet invariant mass reconstruction are certainly very encouraging [29J. Figures
11 could be used directly to estimate event rates. Assuning that a cross-section
3(v':<, I'X) » 0.1 pb is observable in pp or pp collisions, the maxinian values of m^, and m,,
are listed in Table 3. A 20 TeV pp machine is certainly capable of probing Vi'~ bosonic
masses up to ̂  4 TeV, and Z' masses up to ̂  3 TeV. Forward-backward asymmetries in W decays
have played a crucial role in establishing that the spin of the W" is 1 [lj. They are also
expected to be useful in identifying the characteristic couplings of W * and Z'°. This
point has been discussed in detail by Rosner et al. in Ref. C*-"D-

Table 5

Maximum mass of W and Z' bosons observable in pp and pp collisions
assuming <T(V'X, Z ' X ) o b s e r v a b l e - 0.1 pb.

•s (TeV)

CTeV)

CTeV)

10.

3.

2.

0

2

1

PP

20.

4.

3 .

0

8

0

10.0

2.7

1.7

PP

20.0

4.1

2.6

2.3 Associated production of W* and Z° bosons

The simultaneous production of two gauge bosons from the set (W, 1, y, y*) is con-
sidered in this subsection. The processes

and

P * P(P) 2**, ti. Y*1

(2.105

C2.ll)

have been studied in Ref. (30), where the importance of non-Abelian couplings in Vy, W*W"
and w"Z° was emphasized. Furthermore, the V'y channel involves the (anomalous) magnetic
dipole and electric quadrupole moments of the W* boson, causing a zero in the angular dis-
tribution of the parton cross-sections if their standard values are chosen [3l1. The pro-
cesses (2.10) and (2.11) have recently been reanalysed in Ref. [32] for pp collisions
using the GHR structure functions, where the background to (2.10) and (2.11) from the four-
parton processes was also calculated. We extrapolate the calculation of Ref. (32) to high
cm. energies.
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The cross-sections for the seven processes listed in (2.10) and C2.ll] are shorn in
Fig. 12a, where a Pf-cut of S-10 GeV has been put on the photon momentun, and the mass of
the virtual photon has been chosen to be 10 GeV for illustrations. (All W* cross-sections
are equal to the W" cross-secticns.) The cross-sections for (fflf. WZ, and ZZ are also shown
separately in Fig. 12b. The cross-section for the three processes sensitive to the non-
Abelian couplings show a definite hierarchy, namely: aO/Ty) > a(hrV") > cOTZ"'). The pro-
cesses VfV" and 1TZ0, calculated without the non-Abelian diagram, would in fact be signifi-
cantly larger since the (Abelian) 8 (non-Abelian) interference term is negative. All three

• I T " .

w* -

"r—"

r P!S tITtV . .

»MWX

-
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1 '' nit in

M,-. 10 GeV

ft^lll* 5-10 GeV
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pff—2 Gauge Boioni » X
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,11V:

AStO GtV
I

12 TtV 420 TtV

10*
IGtVI

are anyFig. 12 ») The production cross-section for the processes p * p • V J V J X . where V,, V2 are
members from Che set Y, y , Z°, and V s. For processes involving a y, a moaenctm threshold
of pY • 5-10 GeV is assumed. The curve p + p - » y * Y X corresponds to n*y* • 10 G V
b\ The projectiou of (a) involving only weak boson pair-production process

y 10 GeV. +

processes p + p - H"H",
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cross-sections are in excess of 1 pb at /s " 20 TeV. The existence of non-Abelian coupling
in the weak boson sector is certainly testable at the LEP Hadron Colliier.

The striking aspect that the Standard Model predicts a zero in the W~y centre-of-mass
angular distribution is also testable. This behaviorr can be used to distinguish the funda-
mental nature of the tr from the composite scenario, where, in general, both the magnetic
dipole and electric quadrupole moments could deviate from their SU(2) x U(l) values ̂ 32j.
Thus, for example, if the magnetic dipole moment K » *1 (instead of the standard value
K « -1) then the dip in the angular distribution (da/d cos 8 ) ^ disappears.

The production of multiple weak bosons VT and Z° is interesting from yet another point
of view, namely, they test the mschanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking. If the usual
Higgs mechanism is replaced by a strongly interacting sector so that the physical Higgs
boson and the longitudinal *T and 2° bosons are then strongly coupled to one another
(though still weakly coupled to ordinary matter and to the transverse W, 1, and Y ) , then
this system will deviate grossly from perturbation theory, for example, showing resonance
formation [33] or high W£ and z£ multiplicity. It has recently been argued in Ref. ̂ 34~
that the multiplicity of these gauge bosons can be estimated based on analogues of the low-
energy pion theorems (as in QCD) or statistical models (used in the infancy of e*e" physics).
Thus cross-sections for the following processes,

P + P CP)
-* ^ +c^' - > ^ +<£ + W* W t C2.12)

would all be measurably large at the LEP Hadron Collider in this scenario. The perturbative
estimates for the processes (2.12) are small in the standard theory (by which we mean that
"H <<: "Vp an<i so raultiP1-e gauge~boson production indeed tests the dynamics of the *r and
;° interactions.

-f prodjction

Prompt photons by definition here are energetic photons produced by the hard scattering
of partons in colliding hadrons. In leading order QCD, photons are produced by the qq
annihilation process qq -» gy and the 'Conpton' scattering gq • yq- Compared with the jet
production, the prompt~y processes are down in ratj not only by a power of the electro-
magnetic coupling constant o ^ , but, quite importantly, the y/jet-yield is also suppressed
owing to the absence of the gg * gy scattering in this order, the strong interacting
analogue of which, namely gg - gg, doiinates the jet-iet cross-sections at collider energies.
On the other hand, the y/v yield is ai increasing function of the pZ, since the production
of single hadrons at large xT « 2pj//s falls very rapidly because of the fragmentation of a
final-state parton in a jet. It has been estimated, for example, that at a cm. energy of
.s » 53 GeV and 9 * 90°, the inclusively rate becomes equal to the inclusive T° rate at
&j. - 0.45 [12j. Since the hadron yield at large x^ is falling very steeply with /s owing
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to the double scaling violation (i.e. the QCD scale-breaking in both the structure functions

and the fragmentation functions), the Y/TT' crossover is expected to occur at smaller values

of x- as the cm. energy increases. Preliminary data from the CERN pp Collider at

,s * S40 GeV indicate that the ratio y/v9 may exceed 1 at Xj. = 0.1 [35]. Thus we expect

that at ,'s » 10-20 TeV, the Y/'° crossover in pp or pp collisions could take place around

x_ = 0.02-0.03.

Prompt photons are interesting in their own right. They provide a detailed test of

QCD and, in particular, offer a good method for determining the structure functions of the

gluon. This is made possible because of the increasing importance of the ouark-gluon

scattering processes at large /s, particularly in proton-proton collisions. Psrhaps it

should be remarked that conceptually the reaction pp • y * X is superior for the determina-

tion of G(x,QJ) as compared with the deep-inelastic reactions where the gluon density

Gfx.Q2) appears only in higher-order corrections.

The hard QCD processes give rise to event topologies in hadron-hadron collisions lead-

ing to events with single isolated -Y, Y * jet, Y + miltijet with photons having large Pj..

Since large-p^ Y'S are expected signatures in a large variety of new physics phenomena (for

example, in the decays xj - Jj * Y, J-j. - n^ * y, n^ * Y • Y, J T • Y • H°, Q * QY, - • • ) .

it is extremely important to have reliable rates for prompt-Y production via standard (QCD1)

hard collisions.

The complete list of the standard hard-collision processes giving rise to pp(i>) - Y + X

and pp(p) - Y + Y * X is given in Table 4. Note that the order of the processes listed

Table 4

The leading order in the strong (a3) and electromagnetic
coupling constants of various subprocesses contributing to the production

of single and double photons in hadron-hadron collisions.

Description

Annihilation

Compton

Single bremsstrahlung

iJCD induced gluon photon coupling

Pure QED annihilation

Single brensstrahlung
contribution to two-photon

Double bremsstrahlung

î CD induced gluon photon coupling

Order

°emas
aem3!

*em*4

4m

aemas

qq

qg
qq

gq

g2

qq

gg

qq

qg

qq
gq
gg

gg

Subprocess

i
* Yg :

- Yq ;

* qqY

-* gq>

•* qqv j

* qqY i

- Yg

* YY

- YCq * y) |

- C<1- Y)(q-Y)

- Cg* Y)(q - y)

* Cg-Y)CS*Y)

j



refers only to the lowest-order Born diagrams. Here we shall discuss only processes UJ to
order a ^ o|, which have recently been computed 33°2- The relative contributions of toe
higher-order processes (.^a^, a^p^ listed in Table 4 are not expected to rise above a
few percent even at /s • 10-20 TeV, and so we shall neglect them here.

The inclusive cross-section for the production of a point-like photon at large pj. can

be written as

5 [ V dv '

TC ^

The sun i,j runs over all quarks, antiquaries, and gluons in the initial hadrons. The
quantities da^/dv are related to the B o m cross-sections and K-- contain the finite next-
to-leading-order corrections. The mass Q s (<^) sets the scale-breaking effects in the
structure (fragmentation) functions and Q. is the argument of the running coupling constant,
Og(QJ • q|). The complete cross-section is obtained by adding to Eq. (3.1) the contribution
of the pieces coning fron the fragmentations g •• y and q * y. This piece, which is known
in the literature as the ancnalous photon component, is obtained from the collinear emission
of a photon by a final-state parton, and in OCaJogjj) is given by the fragmentation of any
final-state quark or gluon into a photon by the eight 2 * 2 parton scattering processes
listed in Table lc. The anomalous y cross-section has the form

. .

s
where D^"?11" (XJ »<^j2) is the fragmentation function of a parton k into a photon with the
scaling violation set by the mass QJ, and can be written as
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The simple photon bremsstrahlung 'Born approximation' gives

(3-1}

where eq is the electric charge of the quark. Leading-order corrections in QCD modify the
shape of the functions f(i) and induce an indirect coupling of the gluon to the photon.

We make use of the calculations reported in Ref. £36j to calculate large-pj. photon
cross-sections at 9V « 90° in the proton-proton (antiproton) cm. system. For the q - y
fragmentation function Dfc.yC". Qj), w* use the leading-log parametrization of IXike and
Owens ~37] but we have set f^iZ) » C. Unless otherwise stated, we use the GHR structure
functions with as(Q

2) given by

with A(» il^) • 200 MeV. All other scales in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are set equal to p|,

i.e. <£ - C$ • Q| - pf

In Fig. 13 we show the differential cross-section E(d3j/dp3) for prompt-Y production
in the process p + p - y * X at /s » 310 GeV, 10 TeV, and 20 TeV. The prediction at
»s - 340 GeV is compared with the UAZ data on 'unaccompanied neutral energy' ^35^- The
agreement is reasonable although the experimental accuracy is liaited owing to statistics.
However, the large increase in the y yield at fixed p^ with increasing /s to the multi-TeV
range is evident. Figure 14 shows the differential cross-section dzo/dy Jp^l for
pp - r • X. Note that the cross-section is substantial also in proton-proton collisions.
For example, at /s - 20 TeV, a counting rate of 1 photon per iO GeV p_ per day is obtained
around p̂ . • 500 GeV with a machine luminosity 2 * 1 0 " an"2 s"1. In fact, in the range of
energies obtainable at the LEP Hadron Collider, /s • 10-20 TeV, very similar yields are
obtained for both die proton-proton and proton-antiproton machines up to very large values
of p^. For example, (dc(pp)dydpI0/(do'(pp)/dydpT) at /s . i0 TeV and y » 0 increases from
1.0 to 1.1 between Pj, • 20 GeV and S00 GeV. Beyond that, the pp yield dominates the pp but
the absolute cross-section itself becomes very small.

In Fig. 15 we show the relative contributions of the subprocesses qg - YX, qq - YX,
and gg -• YX in pp collisions at /s » 10 TeV for 3V » 90°. Mote the dominance of gq - Y • X
up to very large values of pi£ and the negligible contribution due to the fusion process
gg - Y • X. This behaviour is at variance with the low-energy ISR [12] and the CERX pp
collider data [35], where the process pp - y * X is dominated by qq annihilation. However,
this changing of roles is a consequence of the fact that at low energies very large values
of \j are needed in order to overcome the background from the single-hadron production, for
which the gluon-quark luminosity functions are very small. On the other hand, at /s • CO TeV,
foT a typical photon trigger p^ » 100-500 GeV corresponding to x_ = 0.01-0.05, one is probing
very small x^-distributions where the gluon flux is concentrated. Thus the prompt-Y experi-
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Fig. 13 The prompc-Y distributions EYW
3a/d3p'!(') Fig. 14 The p? spectrum

for central production (9^ • 90°) in the process (9Y » 90°) at ?s • 2, 10,
p *p •• Y *X at <s « 0.54, 10, and 20 TeP. Th«
theoreticaX curve at <s • 0.54 TeV is compared
with the UA2 data on large-p^ 'neutral energy'
distributions.
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Fig. 15 Relative contributions of the three parton-parton processes.
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to the differential distribution d's/dydpX at ? « 90° and /s " 10 TeV.
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ments in the multi-TeV energy range will probe x values mich smaller than those available

at present.

Before closing this section we would like to discuss two technical aspects, first the

importance of the Ofa^a*) contribution [over the one due to 0(0,^0^)}, i.e. the K-factor,

and secondly the dependence of the cross-section o£ppCp) * "V • X] on the structure functions.

In Fig. 16 we show the quantity C defined as

for the process pp - y * X. The contribution from the anomalous component alone [i.e. pro-

portional to fq—C-) ami the complete Ofa^a*) » « shown separately. We remark that the

C-factors in both cases are substantial and decrease with Pj.. Typically C = 0.4 around

p^ = 400 GeV. Thus, terms proportional to a^a* are by no means negligible even at the

multi-TeV pp and pp collisions.

The inclusive-y cross-sections do not depend sensitively on the structure functions

available on the market. This is particularly true for the two sets of structure functions

presented in the section on parton luminosity. In addition, in Fig. 17 we present the ratio

of the cross-section dio/dydpr (y • 0) in pp * y * X at /s * 10 TeV for the fflR parametriza-

tion, and yet another distribution with Baier-Engels-Peterson quark distributions [38} plus

the CDHS gluon distributions C^3' "^e t w o s e t s Sive cross-sections in the observable

pf range (20 GeV < _^ < S00 GeV) which differ by ±20%.

Fig. 16 The 0(as) correction factor C(p^) in
tht process p + p •* Y*X at 9 » 90° and A • 10 TeV.

u MM m
tt (GaV/cl

MO HI 1HI

Fig. 17 A comparison of che differencial dis-
tributions d2o7dydp£ in the process p + p-^y + X
at 6 - 90° and /» - 10*TeV for the two sets of
structure functions (called GHR and BEF in the
cext).
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In concluding this section we remark that an appreciable oroduction of prompt photons
from standard QCD processes is expected in the 10-20 TeV energy range. The proton-proton
and proton-antiproton have almost equal cross-sections up to observable p£ = 500 GeV. Both
pp - Y • X and pp » Y • X at these energies are dominated by the Compton-like process
g + q * y + q; therefore the gluon distribution in the proton can be studied up to very
small values of x. Finally, the observed photon will be found in the debris of a fragment-
ing parton in a substantial fraction of the prompt-Y events.

4. JET PRODUCTION

The emergence of a clear two-jet structure in the process p*p-*-jet*jet + X=it the
CERN pp Collider [3]J confirms the underlying parton-parton hard scattering mechanism in
QCD [403- The analyses of the UA1/UA2 groups have demonstrated that it is a relatively
simple matter to extract jets from the minimum-bias events which have typically small pj,
<pT> 1 500 MeV, but are otherwise abundant in pp collisions. The jets/minisun-bias events
separation is expected to become even simpler at higher energies since both theory and
extrapolated data predict a shrinlcing of the jet-size (localized energy deposition in the
sense of a Lego plot), a linear increase in the Pj. of a jet, and a mild increase in the
railtiplicity (and <p^>) of minimum-bias events Qv In s - (In s)*3 with the c m . energy /s.
Extrapolating from a typical UA1/UA2 jet-trigger, say Ej. > IS GeV, one expects that at
/s » 10-20 TeV a typical trigger, Ej. > 50 GeV, should result in well-defined jet structures
of approximately the same quality. The qualitative difference with the present (i.e.
/s • 540 GeV) topology is expected to lie in the emergence of multi-jet structures. The
jet-multiplicity at the CERN pp Collider is certainly low with two- and three-jet events
almost saturating the large-pj. physics.

Jet-Jet physics is an interesting subject on its own, but, as in most cases in high-
energy physics, the discovery of to-day becomes a background of tomorrow! The standard
jet-jet physics is bound to be a very important background for new processes expected to
occur around /§ = 1 TeV, involving non-leptonic or semi-leptonic final states. For example,
the production and decays of a Higgs via

° Xp + P(p) —* H _
bb, tt

or of a high-mass QQ pair production

p + pep) —» QQ + X

or of a bound flavour

p + p (p) -* %t + x
^ 93
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all involve the detection of a structure in the jet-jet invariant mass. It is expected that
the jet-profile reconstruction techniques would make big advances. These techniques, com-
bined with information on the flavour content of a jet, for example via vertex detectors
and lepton energy measurements inside or nearby a jet, would enable one to tag a heavy-
flavour jet in particular. In addition, the ability of reconstructing jet-jet invariant
mass with a good mass resolution is going to be a particular asset. The obvious places
where the jet-profile reconstruction techniques can be refined are in the processes involv-
ing VT and Z° production, since their masses and widths (approximately) are known. A begin-
ning has already been made in this direction by the UA2 Collaboration [35^, who have re-
ported a •* 3CT signal for W production in the process pp - W* • X (VT » qq'), In the fol-
lowing we present rates for the process pp(p) •*• jet * jet * X and calculate the p^e - and
jet-jet invariant mass-distributions. We also estimate the quark/gluon jet-angular radii,
and energy-flow in hard scattering QCD processes taking into account semi-hard effects
(multiple gluon emission) and soft effects (hadronization of jets).

The leading-order inclusive jet yield is computed by the eight 2 - 2 QCD subprocesses

involving quarks and gluons, shown in Table lc, by convoluting the QCD cross-sections with

the corresponding parton-parton luminosity functions Rjj(xlf x2, n|). For example, we have

dydpT

where 3^. -» f are the differential parton-parton cross-sections, which are also shown in
Table lc. The relative importance of the various subprocesses is a function of pi (or
equivalently of T ) . Since-i? (p|) is very large for small t (dominance of the gluon flux
at low x) and the colour factors in gg scattering are favourable (gg:gq:qq are in the ratio
1:4/9:16/81 in the leading log approximation), the parton-parton scattering is dominated by
the process gg - gg at small pj.. For the UA1/UA2 trigger, however, the present p£ r i g g e r is
not small, and so in the process p • p •• jet • jet • X, final states are dominated by gq and
gg scattering. At very large pj. the qq * jet • jet + X takes over.

The situation at the LEP Hadron Collider at /s » 10-20 TeV is expected to be an all-
glue affair, since the dominance of the gluon-gluon luminosity if (T » p|/S) at those
energies would extend to fairly large values of p^. These Pj. values are much larger than a
typical pj. trigger (say, p*riS8er > so GeV at /s » 10 TeV). Therefore, the jet physics in
the multi-TeV range is going to be dominated by the gluon-gluon scattering — a corollary of
which is that the jet yields in pp and pp collisions are expected to be very similar. We
have calculated the inclusive jet cross-section d2a/dy dpj. at y • 0 for the processes

P + P(P) —* Jet + X C4.2)
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for /s « 0.62, 2, 10, and 20 TeV. The integrated cross-sections

rr / ntrfc39er\ rr duclpT
(4.3)

r{

are shown in Fig. 18. The cross-sections shown correspond to the QR parametrization with
Q2 - p | and A • 0.4 GeV. Note the large increase in the yield of the high-pj. events with
/ s .

P«?-JtNX

Fig. 18 The intsgraced j«t erosi-scction

10 25 50 10* SilO1 10*

P Jr i | | i rtTtV)

SilO110*

P T P T y
10 and 20 TeV in 0{os)

2 with th« GHR structure
funceions.

In Table S we present the integrated cross-section

rJJ
>/S

dacr

for the exclusive two-jet processes

p + p (p) —> jet + je t + X (4.4)
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Table 5

dpy(d2a/dydpj0 for the processes p + pCp) - jet • jet • X

pf" CTeV)

0.1

0.5

1.0
2.0
3.0

4.0

6.0

1

3

0
1
7

3

PP

.36 ub

.0 nb

.13 nb

.85 pb

xlO'*

*10~3

-

/s •

Pb
pb

10 TeV

1

3

PP

36 ub

0 nb

0.13 nb

2
8

4

pb
xlO"2

5x10"

-

pb

" Pb

PP

4.25 ub

8.6 nb

0.62 nb

24 pb

2.35 pb

3.4xi<r»

1.0 x10"2

20

pb

pb

TeV

PP

4.25 ub

8.6 nb

0.62 nb

25 pb

2.5 pb

3.8 x10"1

1.4 *10"2

pb

pb

•

i

PP

4.5 ub

31 nb

2.0 nb

120 pb

20 pb

4.8 pb

4.2 "10"1

40

pb

TeV

PP

4.5 ub

31 nb

2.0 nb

120 pb

20 pb

:S.0pb

: 4.5 x N T 1 pb
i

with a global Pj. trigger Pj^.s ^ I P j l for 8 • 90* and /s • 10, 20, and 40 TeV. We remark

that the highest possible £|p£| range which could be explored does not scale linearly with

the cm. energy /s. For example the cross-section limit c(pp •• jet • jet * X) » 1 pb is

reached for ̂ m » 2.2, 3.4, and 5.2 TeV for /s « 10, 20, and 40 TeV, respectively. Thus

the maximum Z\p^\ that can be explored in a pp or pp collision is increasing approximately

as (/s)0"'. The jet yields for the pp and pp collisions are nearly identical except for

very large pj. values (xj 2 0.4), where the pp cross-section becomes more effective. However,

the absolute cross-sections themselves at such large-Xj. values become very small owing to

the approximately 1/xJ. behaviour of dff/dxy.

Next we discuss the dispersion in the theoretical extrapolation of jet yields in raulti-

TeV pp and pp collisions. Since the pj. values used for jet triggers are so large, the

variation in the cross-section due to a change in the value of A within a factor of 2 does

not effect the value of as(p|) by more than 151. For a given value of A, the same is true

if one changes the scale from Q2 « p| to Q2 • V2 pf or Q
2 » 2 5 t u/(22 • t2 • G 2 ) . The

dependence of the two-jet cross-sections on the scale Q or the QCD parameter A at the CER.V

pp Collider are more pronounced, and the smoothing of this behaviour at /s 2 10 TeV is a

reflection of the insensitivity of as(<J*) on A for very large Q*. However, there are two

more uncertainties in the extrapolation of absolute cross-sections and they are concerned

with the initial parametrization of the gluon/quark structure functions and the present

lack of O(as)
3 and higher-order QCD corrections. The latter should, however, become some-

what smaller as Q2 increases owing to the decrease in the value of as(Q
a).

To have a reasonable idea of theoretical uncertainties, we reproduce here, from

Ref. [41], the results of a nunerical analysis using five different sets of parametri:ations:

the BGOR [42], GROR [43], BETAL j>*], GHR [20], and the CDHS [39]. In Fig. 19 we present the

energy d"pendence of the inclusive jet cross-section with a pj cut-off in p * p » jet* jet+ X.
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/s (C*V1

pj 8 SFig. 19 The integrated jet crosa-section p * p ->• jet • jet *X, with pj 8 S » IS, SO, and
ISO GeV. The hatched area signifies dispersion in jet rates corresponding to Che various
structure functions discussed in the text. Also shown are Che individual contributions
from the various subprocessej listed in Table lc. The curve labelled 5 « 1 TeV is the
departure from QCD for a possible quark substructure (for details see ref. 41).

The shaded areas show the theoretical uncertainties associated with the various parametriza-

tions just listed. At large energies, almost all paranetrizations lead to predictions ahieh

do not differ by more than a factor of 2. The predictions of the DO parametrizations £21}

are rather close to the one for the GHR paranetrization, as can be seen from the parton

luminosity functions. Figure 19 also shows the dominance of the processes gg •*> gg and

gq -gq over all the rest. Since these processes are cannon to both pp and pp, the cross-

section estimates of Fig. 19 also apply for the process p * p - jet + X.

In Fig. 20 we plot the jet-jet invariant mass for two values of the p£ r i g g e r,

p£"gger » SO and ISO GeV at /s » 2 and 20 TeV, and for p£ r iSS« - is and SO GeV at

/s • S40 GeV. The effect of putting a rapidity cut-off !nl £ I is also shown. As in the

case of Pp distribution, the jet-jet invariant mass distribution is also dominated by the

gg and gq subprocesses at nulti-TeV range. Again this is not the case for m.. > 100 GeV

at /s • 540 GeV. Note that owing to the relation

°]
a cut in the rapidity variable, at fixed M*, pushes the transverse momentum a- to large

values and therefore reduces the rates. This may be of some help in reducing the background

for some new processes, for example those due to quark compositeness [41 ] .
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Fig. 20 The jet-jet invariant mass distributions do/dM for the process p+p • jet • jet *X
with pjrl88« . is an,i so GeV (for «'s « 540 GeV) and ppigger _ 5 0 m i 1 5 0 GeV (for /s - 2
and 20 TeV). Also shown are distribution! with Che rapidity )yl - I, together with the
contributions from ch« subprocess qg ~ gq and gg •» gg. Th« curves labelled with % values
represent departures from QCD due to passible quark substructure (for details sec ref. 41).

4.1 Jet-fragmentation and angular radii

The inclusive jet cross-sections presented above in this section are relatively

insensitive to the details of the quark and gluon fragmentation functions owing to the

inclusive-jet triggers which, as the UA1/UA2 analyses have shown, are less prone to. the

details of inclusive particle (hadron) distributions. This is a redeeming feature as com-

pared to the jets seen in e*e" annihilation at relatively low cm. energies where the frag-

mentation effects are large. Thus a imich more direct test of the underlying parton scatter-

ing is possible even at the present-energy for pp collisions. Of course the onset of SLAC

Linear Collider (SLC) and LEP will provide a jet environment involving large cm. energies

extending up to 170 GeV without any initial-state complications. However, as already

pointed out, at the LEP Hadron Collider, one expects a visible jet cross-section involving

P̂ .et in excess of 1 TeV for /s - 10 TeV. The production of jets having Q2 - 1-2 7eV* is a

distant goal for e e~ machines and so hadron-hadron collisions will provide testing grounds

for the space-time evolution of final status at typically Q2 = 1 TeV2. In particular the

parton showering ideas [45] will be put to a crucial test.

The energy-angle profile of a jet is an extremely important attribute for designing

detectors at super-collider energies. Clearly, fixed-order perturbation theory is not suf-

ficient to provide such a profile. Ideas based on semi-hard processes and non-perturbative

fragmentation mechanisms have to be invoked. Much effort in this direction has recently

been made [46]. Many aspects of jet physics which are important for detector design and

trigger have been examined extensively by a separate study gror.p [47]. We shall here con-

fine ourselves to a discussion of the hadronic process and a study of the energy-angle pro-

file of a jet.



Two partons emerging from a large-Q2 process can be very much off-mass shell up to Q/2 --

where Q • /s in e*e" and • /S in hadron-hadron collisions — and are therefore expected to

radiate gluons and quarks and thus produce a shower of partons. Such a cascade process has

been discussed by several authors Zi62' ^h* COBlnon features of such approaches are that

first-order QCD matrix elements in the leading logarithmic approximation are used for each

separate branching. Provided that the off-shellness of the partons is strongly ordered,

i.e. m\ » m\ » m\ etc., in Fig. 21, the cross-section factorizes into a product of the

probabilities for each sepan.-e branching. This results in an iterative process, suitable

for Monte Carlo simulation techniques, which is stopped when the off-shellness of all partons

is below a certain cut-off value t M t . Together with A,^, this cut-off regulates the

amount of radiation.

The parton-showering picture has been developed for time-like processes such as Y* * QQ-

Its extension to space-like processes involves a certain analytic continuation, the details

of which are not yet worked out. In this study we have used the parton-shower scheme of

Marchesini and Webber £46], which has the additional feature that soft gluon interference

is taken into account by imposing an angular ordering in the emission, i.e. ?i > 9j > 9j etc.

in Fig. 21. This has the effect that the treatment of parton showering becomes more sophis-

ticated than a classical treatment of radiation. The practical result is that for a given

tatt value and /s, the parton multiplicity is considerably reduced as compared to the

classical evolution picture C46]» since fewer soft partons are emitted, as a result of

interference.

In the non-perturbative region, below the tQlt value, one has to invoke seme model for

the final fragmentation into hadrons, the details of which can presumably be taken from our

current knowledge of the jet-fragmentation properties at available energies.

In Fig. 22 we show the fragmentation function of a gluon jet at Q2 • 1 TeV* for three

alternative models. The solid line shows the result when the partons from the perturbative

Him 1<m tytta* at a'<1 Ttv"
* ftrtm I M M T

hrtm iknir

0.1 O.t 0.1 10

Pig. 21 A
shover resultin
duced at high Q

schematic representation of a parton Fig. 22 The fragmentation function of a gluon
liting from an initial qq pair pro- jet with virtualicy Q2 • 1 TeV2 corresponding
°h n to the three models discussed in the text.



cascade (and whose colour ordering is psrfactly known) are connected by a colour triplet
force field and the Lund string model [43} AS applied for the final hadronisation. This
scheme has modest dependence on the tajt value since, in the string fragmentation model,
if the shower is driven further the extra gluons emitted will only produce small distur-
bances on the string structure obtained if they had been omitted. An alternative approach
would be to just let the partons from the cascade fragment independently of each other
using, for example, the Field-Feynman type parametrisation Tv3j. This gives a softer spec-
trum, as shown by the dashed-dotted curve (a gluon is here split into a qq pair using
Altarelli-Parisi functions).

The independent fragmentation picture in its present form is more sensitive to the
t . value. The reason for this behaviour is that the energy of two partons can never add
cut

up again by going into the sane hadron. This leads to a softer particle spectrum for low

ccut vaiues'

To illustrate the effect of the parton shower we show (dashed curve in Fig. 22) the

result of a naive extrapolation of a gluon jet (in the string fragmentation model) without

the perturbative cascade. It is clear that the effect of aultiple gluon emission is quite

substantial and the LEP Hadron Collider would provide quantitative tests of these models.

Finally, we calculate the jet-radii for quark and gluon jets. Let 9 be the angle be-
between the jet axis and an infinitesimal calorimeter that measures the hadronic energy dE
flowing into an infinitesimal solid angle dSl. A QCD prediction for the energy distribution
dE/d cos 9 • 2:r(dE/dft) can be obtained from the sunrned leading log QCD distributions fSOT
and certain non-perturbative functions which can be fitted from data on the energy-energy
correlation function measured at PETRA and PEP [Si]. Defining a parameter 9., (which is a
measure of the angular width of a jet) to be that value of 8 at which dE/d cos 8 has dropped
to half of its peak value, i.e.

dcosG

W dE \
2 [ dcose /

in Fig. 23 we show Sl( is a function of the quark- and gluon- (jet-) energy. Note the con-
siderably larger value of 8y for the gluon-jet compared with an equivalent energy quark-jet.
At a jet energy ̂  1 TeV, we get (6/2)^ uon = 20 mrad. A similar number is obtained if we
use the parton shower model just described.

j

Oun j«t

WOO

Fig. 23 The half-angle of a quark-jet and
gluon-jcc as a function of the jet energy.
Note that 3i£ is defined as the jet opening
angle, where the jet energy distribution
function reaches half the maximum value.

m r n IGtV)
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3. HEAVY-FLAVOUR PRODUCTION" .

In the past, hadron-hadron colliders have been the most copious sources of heavy quarks,

both bound and open. The charm production cross-section measured at the ISR is of order

100 ub. Estimates of charm and bottom pair-production at the CERN pp Collider based only

on the fusion mechanism (i.e. q * q ~ q Q a n d g + g * QJJ) give typical cross-sections [S2j:

c(cc) =i 0-3 mb , (7(b6) a

Although only a fraction of these cross-sections survive the experimental conditions (such

as trigger, acceptance, etc.), the observation of the indusive-u and uu events with large

pii by the UAl Collaboration confirms the above estimates. The total heavy-flavour produc-

tion cross-sections in pp and pp collisions are of course much larger, since both diffrac-

tive processes and non-perturbative large pj. production of cc and bb pairs, coming for

example from the fragmentation of a gluon, contribute quite substantially. Extrapolating

to itulti-TeV pp and pp collisions, it is not difficult to predict that heavy-flavour physics,

involving both old and new quarks, would be a very flourishing enterprise!

The calculations reported in this section are mostly based on the so-called fusion

mechanism model, namely qq •• QQ and gg •» Q§. We briefly discuss diftractive production of

heavy flavours at the end. It should be remarked that the fusion mechanism neither des-

cribes the rate of charm production at the ISR nor the shape of the longitudinal momentum

distribution [So]. On the other hand, at the present CERN pp Collider, the fraction of dif-

fractively produced cross-sections visible in the UA1/UA2 detectors should be small for the

charm and bottom mesons owing to the limited rapidity available and to the trigger conditions.

This, however, is not che case for quarks of larger mass. Thus at the present collider a

good fraction of the tt diffractive production cross-section should still be visible C^O*

In Fig. 24 we show a typical model calculation for the acceptance of the diffractively pro-

duced tt cross-section (with n^ • 40 GeV) as a function of /s for three values of the pseudo-

rapidity cut, with an additional pj. cut of 5 GeV. The fraction of tt events observable in

to1

i

ir'i-

i i r 1 -

w'j-

• o - s -

Fig. 2* Fraction of events from the diffrac-
eive process p • p -» A? * ̂T + X which are decec-
ced, f (/s, p*"1 - 5 GeV, nc) with m,. - 40 GeV.

h ItaVI
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a detector with a rapidity range in1 S 3 is expected to be less than 1? at /s - 10 TeV.
Thus the diffractive mechanism would be significant only for the production of very heavy
quarks in the multi-TeV range, /s » 10-20 TeV.

The differential cross-section for large-pj. heavy quark pair-production can be expressed

as

d*cr
dydp;>r

dt
where dS^./dt represents the differential cross-section for the subprocesses q * q - Q * Q
and g • g * Q • 5 C5$3- The Born cross-sections in 0(a s)

2 are finite since tiu i 0 regulates
the infrared singularity. So, in an strict mathematical sense the heavy quark pair-produc-
tion cross-section in O(a ) 2 is integrable down to pj. » 0. This is to be contrasted with
the jet yield in hadron-hadrrn collisions, which needs a large-pp trigger in order for it
to be well defined in perturbative QCD. Integrable as it is, the cross-section for
g * g - Q + <3has the asymptotic (§ • <=) behaviour (see Table lb)

indicating that the expansion parameter diverges in this limit and that a straightforward
perturbation theory estimate is somewhat unreliable down to pj. » 0. Thus the cross-section
(5.2) should only be calculated with either a p^SS151" or with a rapidity cut-off. These
observable cross-sections turn out to be smaller for realistic detectors and experimental
conditions than mathematical cross-sections obtained by integrating Eq. CS.l) completely.

In Table 6 we present the inclusive cross-sections for p + p(p) - Q + X obtained by
integrating Eq. (5.1) over the interval |yQ| < 2.5 and pij! > $?* with pJjP - 0, 20, and
50 GeV. The noteworthy feature is that the inclusive charm and bottom cross-sections for
p™.111 » 0 decrease with /s. The net effect of the Lorentz boost is such that keeping the
rapidity interval fixed but increasing /s amounts to increasing the effective (Pr),^ which
reduces the cross-sections. Using a realistic jet-trigger, for example p£ r x g2 e r • 20-50 GeV,
and a fixed rapidity interval 'rul £ 2.5, one expects only a modest increase in the inclusive
heavy quark cross-section (a factor of Z-3) as /s increases from 10 to 20 TeV. Nevertheless,
it is worth pointing out that even under these realistic experimental conditions, the cross-
section p + p * t * X ( o r p * p » t + X) increases by approximately 3 orders of magnitude
between /s • 0.54 and 20 TeV. In Figs. 25a,b we show the differential cross-sections
do/dp^ Cy - 0) for pp » Q * X • c, b, t, at /s - 0.54, 10, and 20 TeV.

It should bs remarked that there could still be an important non-perturbative source of

heavy quark hadronic production, coming for example from the process g • g •*• gg * ccX, bbX.

Since the cross-section g * g - g * g i s expected to be huge, even a ratio (gg * cc, bbV
(gg ~ all) -o S% would result in a substantial cross-section for pp(p) -• QQX. This is
certainly going to complicate heavy quark-jet identification. On the other hand, the longi-
tudinal and transverse momentum spectra of such hadrons would resemble those of inclusive
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Table 6

Integrated cross-section oTp • p(p) - Q + X] obtained with (pj.) digger

y^ i 2.5. Mote that only fusion processes q + q - Q * Q and g • g - Q • Q are

included in the cross-section calculations.

a n d

0

20

SO

0

20

50

0

20

50

/s (TeV)

(GeV)

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

10

76 ub

2.3 u

120 nb

crfpS -

44.6 ub

2.7 ub

125 nb

oCPP -

210.0 nb

200.0 nb

57.0 nb

20

c * X)

34 ub

4.2 ub

315 nb

b + X)

19.1 ub

4.1 ub

290 nb

t • X)

510.0 nb

450.0 nb

130.0 nb

10

(j(pp -

75.5 ub

2.25 u

115 nb

cfpp)

44.2 ub

2.6 ub

120 nb

a(pp -

200.0 nb

190.0 nb

S5.0 nb

20 ;

• c * X)

33.5 ub

4.1 ub

310 nb

- b • X)

19.0 ub

4.05 ub

230 nb

t • X)

500.0 nb

445.0 nb

128.0 nb

b)

P? iGtV)

0 S » 7 5 O 0 t 5 S t 7 5 2 0 ) Z 5 S ) 7 7 5 3 0 0

PT(GW)

fiq. 25 T h e d i s t r i b u t i o n ( d 2 3 / d y d p § ) v - 0 for the p r o c e s s p * p » Q * Q * X (Q - c, b , c) ac
rs - 0.54, 2 . 0 , 1 0 . 0 , and 20.0 T e V : a ) p * p - ccX, b b X ; b ) p * p » ttX, m . - 40 GeV. '



pions and should be negligible at large xp and pj.. The fusion mechanism, however, has the

interesting feature that it leads to rather high heavy-meson/heavy quark-jet yield at large

x- and Xp. This is a consequence of the rather hard fragmentation functions Q - M for

heavy quarks, more so for the bottom and top quarks. In Figs. 26a,b ire show the pp distri-

butions (do/dpyKpp - M • ^)!y»o for M - D, B, and T mesons at /s » 10.0 and 20.0 TeV.

These p, distributions are in striking contrast to the D* distribution measured by the UA1

Collaboration [56], which is distinctly soft, owing to the g * QfJ - D*x mechanism, as opposed

to the corresponding distribution c — D*x measured in e e" experiments at more or less com-

parable <Q*>. Thus heavy-flavour tagging in hadronic collisions should still be possible,

although at the cost of some efficiency.

Next, we turn to the discussion of prompt-lepton production at the LEP Hadron Collider,

iv'e will content ourselves by calculating some representative rates and distributions to get

an idea of the lepton-associated signals at /s • 10-20 TeV. With this view we shall discuss

processes expected to give 'isolated leptons', e.g. from the Drell-Yan type processes dis-

cussed earlier:

-^ 1*/* + X , 1 + A
TLT (3.3)

and processes giving 'leptons inside or near a jet", for example from

P + P(P) QQ + X
U L* +

(3.4)

The distributions da/dpj. for the processes (S.3) are shown in Figs. 9a and 10a, taking

into account the O(as) QCD corrections to the lepton spectra.

8RF

os-oox a )
Ln.x-

ps—oax b)

1
1

so si

Fig. 26 transverse ocmentum distribution d2c/dydp^ for che heavy mesons (D, B, T) from che
process p+p * Q+Q*X(Q * M*X') using the GHR structure functions and the Peterson ec al.
fragaentation functions: a) /s • 10 TeV; b) /s - 20 TeV.
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The lepton yields from the processes (5.-1) have been calculated assuming the standard
V-A interaction and parametrizing the heavy quark •• heavy meson fragmentation a la Peterson
et al. [57]:

with

( F + P ̂  /

and

ec = o-3 , eb= 0-02 . et - o-ooos

The numbers for sc and E^ are fits to the e*e" data at Q
2 » 1300 GeV2. We have neglec-

ted scaling violations in the heavy quark fragmentation function fn^vjCx) but included them

in the structure functions L-Ô I- W e have set BR(b-Zx) = 0.12 and BR(c-»ex) = 0.085, which

are the present world averages [58^, and the branching ratio BR(t-»£x) has been calculated

based on the free quark decays t -» bivj, bqq'.

There is still a residual uncertainty of roughly a factor of 2 in predicting the large-

Pj. inclusive lepton yield because of uncertainties in the structure functions, the evolution

scale Q, and the non-availability of the K-factor calculation in p • p(p) - Q + Q + x. We

have fitted the parameters of our model [59] by fitting the UA1 large-pj (p^ 2 5 GeV) dimuon

data at »'s - 540 GeV [S].

In Fig. 2"a we present the pj. distribution from the process

p + p -» L1 + X

Fig. 27 Inclusive lepcon cross-sections from the fusion processes p+p * Q+QX(Q •• l±*x')
at -'s - 10 and 20 TeV: a) dc/dp^ with the lepton-rapidity 'y*" - 2.5. bj integrated cross-
secLions • (d2r/dydi>j)dpTdy ( y

l' S 2.5). Also shown are the integrated pi > (pi)tri8g«
cross-sections for dileptons (• -u or ee) from p+p - Q + QS - i'l-X'.
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integrated over lyl! S 2.5 at /s » 10, 20 TeV. The heavy quark pair-production cross-

section was evaluated with a pj. cut-off, (ppmin • 20 GeV, in view of the discussion in the

early part of this section. An appropriate procedure is to sum the leading logs in the

region CPx^min * P? * 0> **** tn*s resumation is not yet available for heavy quark produc-

tion in hadronic collisions. The Cp^^y, would certainly lead to an underestimate of the

lepton yield at low p^ (p£ S 5 GeV), but presumably a positive lepton detection requirement

at /s > 10-20 TeV would push the threshold pj in excess of S GeV. In any case the large-p^

vield is insensitive to the (pS)_;_ cut and hence is reliably calculable. We note that the
' o • nun
large-pi cross-section rises by several orders of magnitude between /s » O.Si and 20.0 TcV.
We plot the inclusive lepton (i.e. u" or e~) cross-section

I dpTdy

at /s » 10 and 20 TeV as a function of the p£ trigger. Note that the cross-section
<j(pp - u* + x) with Crf) t r i g g e r - S GeV is of order 400 nb at /s - 20 TeV. The cross-
section with (py) t r l g g e r - 2S0 GeV is 0.S pb and 3 pb at /s - 10 and 20 TeV, respectively.
Thus, we expect measurable cross-sections for prompt leptons with pj. in excess of several
hundred GeV at the LEP Hadron Collider.

Since the inclusive-lepton cross-section at the LEP Hadron Collider is so large, the
corresponding dilepton and trilepton cross-sections are also expected to be substantial.
The multilepton cross-sections are of considerable theoretical interest since definite
charge combinations could signify weak interaction mixings (analogous to Ko-K8 mixings).
Theoretical calculations predict significant mixings in the B°-8° mesons [59, 60^ and, with
some luck, possibly also CP violation in the neutral bottom-meson mixings and decays. In
Fig. 27b we plot the dilepton cross-sections as a function of (Pf) t r i g g e r. For example,
one expects (2 « e,u):

= 50 nb at
L± l ta[pp(p)-*L±ltX]

R>5GeV/c = 85" nb
(5.6)

Thus, the prospects of analysing leptons with definite charge combinations are quite bright.

In this respect of particular interest is the quantity [39-62]

D
a

TIT
which is related to weak mixings in the neutral mesons (D° » D°, B° - B°, B° - B°,

T° • f', etc.). The chances of observing weak mixings through a non-:ero measurement of

R " with definite event topologies are not bad at the present CERN Collider.
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At higher /s the contributions to the same-sign dileptons from the cascades b - c - s
and t - b - c - s a s well as from the process W* » tb become enormous. We could combine
various vetos, for example the pi cut-off measured with respect to the jet axis to remove
b - c - I leptons £63j, and select jets with low invariant masses to remove the tt and
if* -» tb backgrounds. We will not go into these details here, except to recall that theoreti-
cal estimates give 3'^J

Ru(bb) « 0-2 -0-3 , is..,

where R (bb) is the contribution to R from bb pair production.

An amusing effect of mixing in the B-B sector is that it leads to the same-sign ener-

getic dileptons in the decays of a single t-quark (T-meson). Thus, for example, we could

have the decay chain as a result o£ Bs-Bs mixing

(ts) -> (bs) I V
) C5.9)

leading to same-sign energetic dileptons in a single (t-quark)-jet. The background to pro-
cess (5.9) cones from the normal t-cascade itself, namely from the chain

b L+vL
I—» c qq

U s
However, the lepton from the cascade c •» si \>. is very soft and can be removed by a cut on
the py measured with respect to the jet axis. Techniques for separating the b and c quarks,
similar to the one just described, have been successfully used in e*e" experiments £6*T and
they can be taken over as such to hadron-hadron collisions. Perhaps an interesting feature
of the events (due to the induced B mixings),

is that the hadronic junk X in the jet should contain dominantly either an F; or J/v. De-
fining the ratio [S9j

R same-jet &( p+p(p) -> L+L" + X )
C5.ll)

same-jet
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we expect Rsame-jet'-t^ t0 be "' °'1 Cwllere we nave assumed that the (p!J)trigger is such
that the soft c - Ivjx component has been removed}. Assuming a dimuon efficiency for
t - uvx c" about 1%, we still have a signal of "- (300-500) pb for observing energetic same-
sign dimuons in the same-jet at /s » 20 TeV. Of tremendous theoretical interest is the
charge asymmetry in both R and Rsan,.jet» which we define as

x _ R c++)-R (--) (s-12)

= ** scunt-jet I ' ~* *^ safffc-iet I '
u u

These charge asymmetries are related to CP-violation. Theoretical estimates £59,61} for

5 or 5
s a m e . j e t based on the standard Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix are of order ( N T 3 ) , and so

measuring a non-zero 6 or 5
s a m e _ j e t in hadron collisions is going to be a formidable propo-

sition. However, the XM model has not yet been crucially tested in the CP violation sector,
but the tantalizing measurement of e'/e in the kaons [65] is something to watch for. The
consequences for the LEP Hadron Collider could be that s^ could indeed turn out to be much
larger. Thus the charge asymmetry (S.1Z) and (5.13) is something to keep in mind. We are
led to the conclusion that a good lepton detector which also measures the charge of the
lepton is an essential component of all future experiments in e*e" and hadron-hadron colli-
sions.

Next we turn to the problem of tagging heavy flavours. The charm and bottom hadrons
have the possibility of being observed as tracks in a vertex detector since their lifetimes
lie in a region where a detector having typically -v. 20 an resolution should work rather
efficiently [66j. The present known lifelines of the D°, D 1, A,., F1, and <B> are shown in
Table 7. Noting that at these energies the impact parameter S » YCT = ex and assuming a
resolution of 20 van, the efficiency of a positive detection for a 4o signal are also given in
Table 7. We see that the detection efficiencies in all these cases are expected to be
rather high.

However, if the fragmentation process g - cc • D*x [and g * bb •* (B,B*)xJ indeed turns
out to be as significant as seen by the UA1 Collaboration, then we have to use the addi-
tional cuts on the longitudinal and/or transverse momentum of the tracks so as to remove
the soft D , B , and other hadrons. This, of course, means also a corresponding loss in
the detection efficiency for the heavy hadrons originating from the fragmentation Q • Mx.
To estimate this efficiency we need the pj and x^ (= 2^/Vs) distribution of the heavy
hadTons at /s - 10 and 20 TeV. We have already presented the distribution (dc/dpj.)
[pp(p) * QQx » Mx) in Figs. 26; the corresponding (scaled-) energy distributions for the
top, bottom, and charm hadrons are given in Figs. 28a,b. We remark that the fraction of
events surviving an x,̂  cut of 0.05 (corresponding to E^ - 2S0 GeV at /s - 10 TeV) is not
small. Scaling the g - D*x distributions from /s • S40 GeV and taking into account QCD
corrections will lead to only a small contamination for ED*'B* > 250 GeV at »'s * 10 TeV.



Measured lifetimes for the charm and bottom hadrons, the impact parameter S » cr
at /s £ 10.0 TeV, and detection efficiency at 4o with a resolution a » 20 urn.
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Fig. 28 The distribueion (d2c/dyd»i)y.o for heavy mesons (M - D, B, T) from Che process
P*P - Q*Q*X(Q » H * X ) : a) A » 10 TeV; b) /s » 20 TeV.

Such a cut will of course also reduce the background from the minimuia bias events. While

still on the subject of vertex detection, the average size of a jet at the LEP Hadron Col-

lider is a quantity of considerable practical importance. We have already shown the half-

angle, <Si^>, in Fig. 23. We could also extrapolate from the measured half-angle of the

jet, 61, , at /s • S40 GeV. Using Su (/s • 540 GeV) = IS" and using the OCD-based guess

<5> •>. l/(/s)a-s, we get <5y> (/s « 10 TeV) = ?' [67].

Before leaving the subject of heavy-flavour detection, we would like to recall that

the top-quark jet at /s - 10-20 TeV could be identified through its seraileptonic decay mode

t - bi\): and by measuring (pJ'J with respect to the jet axis. Since the (PV)-™ has the end-
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point (mf - m|)/2ml in the decay sij * ffljivj, the contamination of the lepton signal from

b •• ix, c •» 4x and g -> D* •* ix, etc., can all be removed rather efficiently.

Finally, in this section we would like to discuss briefly the mechanism of diffractive

heavy-flavour production in high-energy pp and pp collisions [16]. The diffractive process

consists of the following two steps:

p + p

where V * Qqq. This is the case when the proton is quasi-elastically scattered. The C-
mirror case, when instead the p is quasi-elastically scattered, is understood. It is diffi-
cult to predict the cross-section for process (S-14) from first principles, but the observa-
tion of a large diffractive charm signal at the ISR suggests that, for example, the top
quark diffractive production rate at /s « 540 GeV may be sizeable [54}. Assuming that such
cross-sections decrease with the quark mass as nu2 for mi/s small, and noting that the
associated ACD production at the ISR is reported to exceed 100 ub, one expects a cross-
section of order 10 nb for the production of a 40 GeV top meson at the CERN pp Collider.
This is roughly an order of magnitude bigger than the cross-section from the fusion mechanism,
which typically gives o(tt) = 1 nb for n^ • 40 GeV and /s » 540 GeV. On the other hand,
the confirmation of an approximately nuz behaviour from the pp Collider experiments is still
eagerly awaited.

Since the heavy-flavour baryon in the diffractive process (5.14) has two valence quarks
as opposed to the heavy meson which has only one, the baryon is expected to keep some lead-
ing role, but the meson is produced predominantly at lower to medium x p (the Feynman scaling
variable) and with a rather small pj.. The meson should therefore be more often detected
since fragments of the JL baryon are likely to be lost at not very forward angles [54j.

On the other hand, the diffractive mechanism rapidly becomes unimportant much above
the threshold since, being a small-pj. process, both the heavy baryon and the mesons are
produced at very forward angles as /s increases. So, unless detectors are built to catch
events at angles of a few milliradians, the efficiency of producing and detecting the dif-
fractive events for the charm, bottom, and top quarks very quickly plusnets to zero. For
example, assuming that above the threshold OQ(S) I In s or sa, with a S 0.S, the diffrac-
tive cross-section at (/s • 10 TeV, |n| i 3) is only a fraction of a nanobarn and is com-
pletely negligible compared with the perturbative QCD processes which, for example, predict
<rt£ (/s - 10 TeV, |n! S 2.5} = 100 nb.

There is considerable uncertainty in scaling the mass of the heavy quark and the energy
dependence in the diffractive cross-section. However, using an mi/s behaviour, and an
increase in the diffractive cross-section like In s above the threshold, the diffractive
mechanisms are much more efficient in producing very heavy quarks. Thus at /s » 20 TeV,
the process p * p - - A _ * \ L + X has a cross-section of about ->- 1 nb for nu = 4 TeV. As we
shall discuss in a later section, the perturbative QCD cross-section for pp - QQX, with
nu = 4 TeV, is *• 10"2 pb and hence, in comparison, is completely negligible.



The semileptonic decays of the diffractively produced heavy meson have received special

attention in the search for the top quark at the CESN pp Collider [54,68]. From the decays

M. jet + IT • vt
[5.IS)

one could introduce a variable (called 'minimm invariant mass1 in Ref. 54 and 'duster

transverse mass' in Ref. 68) defined as

3 *

H * 2 = [ [(E, + Ezf- (R..+ ft./}"
1 + 1 PT 3

(3.16)

where the four-momenta are labelled with i • 1, 2, 3 for the iet, muon, and

neutrino, respectively, and Mr is the transverse mass of the system composed of 1 and 2.

It is obvious that M* is invariant under longitudinal boosts of the parent meson. The dis-

tribution do/dM* is strongly peaked at the true invariant mass — the mass of the meson M.

The distribution in the scaled mininum invariant mass should follow the distribution given

by the free quark decay model Q - qZvj (5 = M*/M)

-1 + T € -

(S.17)

with limiting behaviour

f 3£ + 2L
14 ?

(5.18)

showing narrow peaks at S » 1.

the mass of the heavy meson M.

The minimum invariant mass method can be used to determine

6. HEAVY QUARKCOTUM PRODUCTION

Two of the landmarks of the hadron-hadron collisions have been the discovery of J/y

and T. Both of these resonances were found as bumps in the dilepton invariant mass via the

process p • p - J/-i, T •> ! i", They have provided a test of the underlying QCD mechanisms

of heavy quarkonia hadronic production [S3,69]. Thus there is good reason to believe that

the theoretical framework evolved for the hadronic production at PJAL/ISR energies can be
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extended with some confidence to the multi-TeV range. Of course, the paramount interest in

the top-quark and the tt bound states makes it mandatory to explore the toponia production

at the LEP Hadron Collider energies and elsewhere. In the following we present a few

typical cross-sections and distributions for the processes p + p(p) » M • x, where M • J/ji,

T, JT, nc, iv, n. in the cm. energy range 10 TeV £ /s S 40 TeV. We rely on a model which

gives a reasonable description of the J/ty and T production at the FNAL/ISJ? energies [703-

The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in Figs. 29a and 29b, which give rise to low-pj. and

productions, respectively. Several comments are in order:

i) The effective couplings of the various resonances (2 Lj) are evaluated using the non-

relativistic quarkonium-model wave functions with the parameters given in Ref. [70 J

and iJl}' e x c eP t that for the toponium wave functions we adopt the result of Ref. £~2~]

obtained from the Richardson potential. In particular, we use ?ee[JT(80) * e*e"3 »

13.0 keV, where JT(80) denotes the
 3St-toponium ground state with a mass of 80 GeV.

If we rather believe that the value fgg/el * 10 keV observed for the o, J/»>, and T

resonances also applies to the toponiun systems, then we have to reduce the toponium

cross-sections (shown later) by a factor of 3.

ii) The quark distributions used in the calculation are those given in Ref. [71]. For the

gluon distribution, however, we use the CDHS parametrizarion [S9}- The large momentum

scale is taken to be M2 * p^.

iiii As can be seen from Fig. 29, in the lowest-order perturbation theory there is only one

high-pr process, to wit gg *
 JSIg, which directly produces e

 3SS state. In all other

cases, 'Sj resonances are produced via P-wave production and radiative decay,
3Pj * 3Sj * y. The latter mechanism dominates the J/* production even at large-pj. and

is still iirajortant for T production. Large-p^ 'Si-toponium production, on the other

hand, proceeds dominantly via gg - 3Stg.

a) ola!)

b) oia|)

X X
IN

Fig. 29 Lovest-order and next-co-leading-order QCD pro-
cesses for quarkonia production (3Si, 'So, 3Pj) in had-

i llii
,,Vs.'p, cesses for quarkonia production ('Si, 'So, 3Pj)

ronic collisions.
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iv) At high energies, qq annihilation processes contribute only at the level of < IS. As

a consequence, there is virtually no difference between quarkonium production rates in

pp and pp collisions.

Figure 30a shows the expected Pj. distribution of the 3Sj toponium ground-state with

Mj - 80 GeV at three values of the cm. energy, /s - 0.S4, 10, and 40 TeV. In Fig. 30b

the JT(80) p_ spectrum is compared with the corresponding J/« and T yields arising from

gg - 3S,g at /s » 10 TeV. The differential cross-sections are rather small. For JT(80)

and e » 90° we expect about 1 pb/GeV at pj. = 20 GeV, dropping to 0.1 pb/GeV at pj. = 60 GeV.

Here, the leptonic branching ratio, which is expected to be of the order of 10*., is not yet

included. Somewhat surprising is the prediction that at large p T the rates should increase

with increasing quark mass. This is a direct reflection of the mass dependence of the wave

functions. More specifically, at p̂ . » M2, we find [70]

M
P*

C6.1)

where R(0) is the radial wave function at the origin. Thus, assuming t"ee/ei -v const., we

expect a striking relative pattern:

J"/V : T : JT(8O) » 1 - 30 : 20,000

Unfortunately, owing to the small absolute yields, this feature is mainly of academic

interest.

too 20 tO M ID 190 200
PT (GtV/cl

Fia. 30 The distribution (d2j/dydpi>)v,|i for the ground state
 3St quarkonium production in

pp collisions: a) Large-pj production of the toponium 3Sj state, JT, with mj T • 80 GeV, at
i s - 5iO GeV, 10 TeV, and 20 TeV. b) Large-pT production of J/u-, ?, and JT(80) at /s • 10 TeV.
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Figures 31a,b exhibit the corresponding distributions for the 'S, resonances n c, n^,

and rtt. As discussed in Ref. [TO], the different spin orientation of the quarks together

with the helicity-conserving quark-gluon coupling results in a relative factor dc('S.)/

da(3S,) \ 3/M* and thus leads to considerably larger cross-sections for r)c, nb, and nt pro-

duction than the ones expected for J/ii, T, and JT production, respectively. In the energy

range considered, there is a gain of about two orders of magnitude. Unfortunately, the

'S, two-body decays which give a good signature, such as n™ • Y Y , have tiny branching

ratios £ 1".. This leaves a marginal chance for the n t detection. In contrast to the pat-

tern of 3S, states at p| » M2, the relative abundance of the lS, states is expected to be

proportional to the masses, i.e. nc:TTjJ:rit(8O3 = 1:3:30.

The integrated large-pj. yields, .Qjin (do/dydptpjdpj., are sunmarized in Table 8 for

three values of <$**. Xote that the cross-sections given for J/* and T should be considered

as lower limits due to the neglect of P-wave contributions. Also listed are the O(ct|)

cross-sections, (do/dy).^, evaluated from the diagram in Fig. 30a. This mechanism yields

small-pu bound states, as already pointed out, but give rise to sizable cross-sections

ranging from 1 nb [for nt (80 GeV)] to •v S ub (for nc) at 6 » 90°. The total production

cross-section for the 3S, toponium state fj (80 GeV) is at/out 25 pb at 6 » 90°, which is

sufficient to detect the JT (80 GeV) in the dilepton channsl. The e*e" machines certainly

fare much better in this respect and deserve a careful study.

Our conclusions about the heavy quarkonia production in hadron-hadron collisions in

the multi-TeV range are then as follows:

i) The prospects of discovering the 1S1 toponium states through the classical bump in

the dilepton invariant mass are marginal. One should build dedicated e*e" machines

to study toponia spectroscopy.

to M 10100 200
Pr IGaV/c)

40 to 80100 200
PT ICtV/cl

Fig. 31 The distribution (d2j/dydf>T>y»o for the ground scate 'Sa quarkonium production in
pp collisions: a) Large-puj production of riT with tnrrj • SO GeV, at /s • 540 GeV, 10 TeV,
and 20 TeV. b) Large-p^ production of ne, r^, and f>j at »'s • 10 TeV.



Low pp (a) and large pj- (b) resonances cross-sections at /s « 10 TeV calculated
from the lowest-order diagrams of Figs. 29a and 29b, respectively.
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ii) The most favourable rate in pp and pp collisions, among the toponium bound states, is

for the state nt with a production cross-section of 0(1 nb). However, in order to

avoid a drastic loss in rate by searching in the mode n. •* y * Y , one would need a

very good resolution in the jet-jet invariant mass to tag the process tit -«• g * g * 2 jets.

". HEAVIER ITHAN TOPI QUARK PRODUCTION

Although the standard SU(2)2 ® U(l) model, with three families of quarks and leptons,

seems to describe the weak interaction phenomena reniarkably well, yet clouds could be seen

gathering over it. A recent measurement of the CP-violating ratio le'/el in the kaon decays,

for example, points to a possible area of crisis for the Standard .'fedel £65]. It is con-

ceivable that the phase structure of the weak mixing matrix is more complex than just the

Kobayashi-Maskawa phase £73}. One way of having a more complex phase structure is to admit

a fourth family of leptons and quarks. We would then have six (Cabibbo-type) mixing angles

and three (Kbbayashi-Maskawa-type) phases, which could be so arranged as to avoid any

immediate conflict with the data on CP violation.

From a theoretical point of view, the most stringent constraints on the masses of

heavy fermions come from their contribution to the weak interaction parameter p, defined as

G (neutral current")
G (c h argeA curref\ t)

(7.1)
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The value of o found from deep-inelastic vy and vu scattering data is [
T4j

(3 = 1 O2 + OO2 - (

At Iff, the contribution of the fourth-generation ferraions is bounded by £0 i 0.04.
This translates into the following bounds on the fermion ["5] masses

(7.3)

where the notation is obvious. As long as a ^ = (mo - mQd)/
m(V << U the absolute masses

are unbound. With the assumption that perturbation theory is not to violate partial-wave
unitarity ['63» we obtain the following bounds ['7J:

mQ < 50O GeV ( m Q a - m q j

700GeV ( ™ Q A » ™-QJ

9 00GeV (*^t - m v t ) 'x)

1000 GeV ( mL » m )

An improvement in the value of o would considerably reduce the limits (7.3). Thus it
seems that with the CER.V pp Collider on the verge of discovering the top quark [7S], there
still exists the possibility of observing heavier fermions between n^ and 1-0.5 TeV. In
this section we calculate the QQ production and some of their possible decay mechanisms.

We use the fusion processes

-» Q • Q

to estimate heavy quark pair-production in pp and pp collisions at /s * 0.62, 2.0, 10.0,
and 20.0 TeV. The results are shown in Fig. 32. Assuming a production cross-section
</pp(p) - QQ] • 1 pb, 0.1 pb as a limit for observing heavy quarks, the maximum quark masses
observable in a pp or pp machine are listed in Table 9. We remark that the maximum quark
mass accessible in hadron colliders is not increasing linearly with /s. A better approxima-
tion for this dependence is m™^ ̂ (s) . The fusion mechanism underestimates the heavy
quark production cross-section, and so Fig. 32 and Table 9 should provide a lower limit.

Having convinced ourselves of the possibility of heavy quark production at hadron col-
liders with nu » it̂ , we now consider their decays and related signatures in hadron-hadron
collisions. To this end we write down a representation of the KM matrix due to Wolfenstein ["8],

V - — "X 1 - j X A *X I . ("-5^



Pig. 32 Production cross-seccions_for heavier
quarks in Che processes p * p - Q * Q * X (solid
curves) and ? + p * Q + Q * X (dashed curves) at
/s • 0.64, 2.0, 10.0, and 20.0 TeV, using Che
fusion mechanism.

IT.V)

Table 9

Maximum quark mass (in GeV) observable in pp and pp collisions,
corresponding to heavy quark pair-production cross-sections of
1 and 0.1 pb. The limits are based on the fusion mechanism.

/s

o(C

[TeV)

S) * o-

pb

lpb

0.64

110

130

2.0

240

330

PP

10.0

600

900

20.0

850

1300

10.0

520

720

PP

20.0

780

1150

where the present knowledge of the bottom-meson lifetime £"9} and the bound on

R = T(b - u£v.)/r(b - (Ivj [58] gives

% - SLH.0 a O 2 3 , A a l"O 1 0 - 2 , P 1 + ' f L 1 < 0 - 3

Thus the entries Vbt, Vbc, arid v'bu ars in the ratio

|Vbt| : K J : |Vblt
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A generalization of the 3 * 3 matrix V to the 4 * 4 case could then be written numerically
as (ignoring phases)

d s b

2 A

M-
1-

I" /

a

c

t
(7.8)

where 1- means an entry slightly less than 1 in order to ensure the unitary character of the
matrix V.

Assuming that the heavy quark-mass spectrum repeats itself, i.e. Ctj < Q^, and concen-
trating on the decay of the lighter quark C^j, a possible decay pattern emerges from
formula (7.7):

• K J •

Thus the decay Q^ - u is expected to be negligible. There are three possibilities, depend-
ing on the mass of Q^:

1) nw^ > ity • n^: This will give rise to final states:

p + p(p)-» Q dQ d
 + X

4 W W tt -» W*W jebje.b ,

with I " w * j e t " "'w'jet * "Q- Th
5 t-quark can presumably be tagged through the decays

t -^ l*vu(bjec)
t —* 3 jets

The Q-decay width [ignoring O(m£/nd) terms] is
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where M » m^/mi. The ratio ~/nu « 1; hence it should be possible to construct the heavy

quark invariant mass without much distortion. The ratio r(Q - W~c)/!"(Q •» W~t) is [apart

from a small phase space difference! just the ratio of the angles squared (= ^Qjc^Ojt'^-

2) n\v *
 mt * "Q * " W

This is a particularly interesting range. The two decay modes

and

Q -* w;aL * c (7.12)

(7.13)

could compete with each other. The relative rates (ignoring the W-pole enhancement) £80 j
are given by

r =Ct~
(7-14)

where

and s(m|/rai) is the phase-space factor in the decay Q - ttb. The ratio in Eq. (7.14) is

plotted in Fig. 33 as a function of the heavy quark mass for three representative values of

the quantity IV^/VQ I • X, X/2, anc1 \z. Below ity < Nfy both Q » w"c and W"t transitions

are virtual. It is amusing that if the ratio ! VQ C/VQ.' - */2 then the virtual transition

(7.13) dominates over the decay of 0 into a real W* boson and a (c,u) quark (7.12)

s
V-ML Xc "

V Xc/I

V X!c

•gISlVI

Fig. 33_ The relative rate f(Q - W~ + c)/
TCQ - W~ + t) for Che decay of a heavy quark
as a funccion of <SQ for chree values of the
angle ratio Vhc/Vgt - \c, \cf., and A|.
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Since the mixing matrix (7.8) predicts such an an?le ratio, it is quite plausible that the

decay mode (-.13) is indeed the dominant Q-decay mechanism. We would then have the follow-

ing final states:

b + p ( p ) - ^ Q + Q + X - > f t + J e t s
11 + L*X + j e t s C7.is)
I* + i T X

The final states (7.IS) are not as clean a signature as the ones provided by the decay

Q » W • jet.

The multiplicity of jets in (7.15) would depend on the ability to separate overlapping

clusters but in principle could be up to four (both non-leptonic decays of Q) and two (one

non-leptonic, one semileptonic decay).

The virtual transiton (7.13) also involves the decay mode

Q —> b t + t < 7- 1 6 )

if allowed by phase space. Since the top quark mass now very probably seems to be less
than 50 GeV [82], the threshold required for (7.16) is around nu » 80-100 GeV. The transi-
tion (7.16) affords the possibility of associated toponium production in e*e" and hadronic
collision which could be detected via leptonic aiodes of J-:

P"

1 > Tr + (B,B#.--)
The branching ratio for (7.16) is given by

(7.18)

This ratio could be as large as -v. Vs. The branching ratio for Q - (JT, J.J., ...) + b is a
fraction of (7.18) which can be estimated by evaluating the overlap integral,
I ; <tt'JT,J^. ...>, ard could be as large as T- V, O. Thus it is not unreasonable that a
branching ratio such as the one in the b quark decay, b » J/-i + s, may be seen, i.e.
BRfQ - JT,J^. ... • b] - 0(11), giving

Q+Q*X ) - 002
•-* J T r b . (-.19)
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For /s = 20 TeV pp (or pp) and nu = 120 GeV, the cross-section (7.19) could be as
large as (50-100} pb, which, compared to the standard QCD processes, is bigger by a factor
of (20-50). Again for the mass range of interest, nanely m^ • n^ > nu > ity, the diftractive
production process

U JT + (bjet) p.ffl)

could easily beat the fusion estimate (7.19). How much of the dif tractive cross-section
can actually be seen depends on the ability of forward detection.

5) We will briefly mention the possibility of the existence of a heavy quark in the
range m^ > nu > a^. The decay of such an object Mould probably be dominated by the mode

IX , ad,, Zs

(see, however. Fig. 32, for the ratio V"ct in this range) with the width given by

TT:3

The lifetime would be too small to measure unless IV^I £ X*. For example, for nu » 70 GeV,
V Q t \ X

s, one expects

* 5eV ^ i o 2 l - 2 < 10" s. (7.23)

The experimental signatures would be

Q +S + X

U t + i + 1* j«ts
(7.24)
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Again, the diffractive mechanism would probably give a bigger observable cross-section

at the CERN SPS Ws « 630 GeV) and the Feunilab Tevatron (/s - 2 TeV) with the characteris-

tic signature

(7.25)

and the charge correlation (4~ with p) opposite [54] to the one expected for the tt case.

The existence of a fourth generation of leptons and quarks has rather interesting con-
sequences for the search for the Higgs boson or technipion. Since the decay of the lighter
of the quark doublets (which we have taken to be Q - -Vj quark, ty is expected to be
greatly suppressed owing to weak angles, the vector heavy-onia V((^^) would decay by the
usual strong and electromagnetic interactions without any significant weak decay contribution.
In that case the radiative decays [83]

and/or

V(QdQd) -* H°

V(QdQd) -» TT

would become a significant mode. Thus the relative branching ratio for the Higgs • Y mode
compared to the e*e" mode would be

(7.27)

> I for

The branching ratio for the mode involving a technipion, » " , and a photon is also similar [84]

where npf is the number of techniquark doublets. The processes (7.26) allow us to search
for a H°(Tr'0) nearly up to the vector boson mass nug, which makes it probably the only
viable mechanism for looking for an H° (ir'°) in the mass range ity < ntyi, m ^ o < 2 ity [80].
The existence of a seventh quark is therefore very welcom in the search for a Higgs/techni-
pion.
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Finally, in this section we briefly discuss the decay of the heavier of the fourth
quark doublet, which we have assumed to be <^. The production and decays of Qj}^ could
involve up to four V bosons via the chain

p + p(p) -» Qu. + ^u, • *
I ^ W

L» W + (t,c,u)

leading to

r + J wVwV + x
(7.30)

X - jets, i\ .
This mechanism could provide a significant background for nvltiple VT production, often

advocated as tests of the underlying mechanism of spontaneous synnetry breaking.

8 . SU?-ttARY

In this report we have discussed the extrapolation of hard collisions in pp and pp col-
lisions at /s - 10-20 TeV relevant to the LEP Hadron Collider. We have used the UA1/UA2
dats and information available from e*e" annihilation and deep-inelastic scattering experi-
ments to test the theoretical framework and fix the various parameters'. The standard
SU(3) ® SU(2) ® U(l) theory describes a very vast amount of experimental phenomena rather
successfully, and so as- far as the standard hard collisions are concerned, extrapolations
to the LEP Hadron Collider energies should not be too much off the mark.

Starting from a study of parton-parton luninosities at the present pp and future pp/
pp colliders, we have found that, unless very massive objects with masses m//s » 0.1 are
being sought for, the hard-hadronic collisions would be dominated by gluon-gluon and gluon-
quark initiated processes. Thus, if hard collisions at the parton centre-of-mass energies
/s > 1-2 TeV are the main focus of the LEP Hadron Collider, then there is no compelling
case for the pp option. Using the luminosity functions, we have calculated production rates
and distributions for a variety of hard hadronic collisions which would test the standard
model at Q2 S 101 TeV2. At the same time, calculations presented in this report should pro-
vide useful background rates for new physics, for example, as expected in supersymmetric and
composite theories. The standard processes that we have dealt with here in some depth, in-
clude production of prompt leptons, prompt photons, jets, *T, 7.", pair production of gauge
bosons KTZ0, wvf, " > , Z^y, Y*Y, heavy quarkonia, heavy quarks, and some consequences of
weak interaction mixings.

Mostly we have studied the standard hard collisions, but occasionally we have also
discussed such issues as the production of even heavier bosons (W'~» Z") which may be
iier.tified with the right-handed bosons W^, 2^ existing in left-right symmetric models. In
the sane vein >e have also presented possible phenomenology of the next generation of quarks
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(i.e. extension of the standard three-family model). Depending on the weak mixing matrix,
a very interesting pattern of decays (and hence final states) involving the next heavy quark
may emerge. The existence of such a quark opens a window on the search for the Higgs boson
(or technipion) which may not be accessible otherwise. Depending on the heavy quark raass,
the decay of the next quark may admit the mode Q * ttb leading to a rather substantial
source of toponium production in high-energy hadron-hadron and e e collisions.

Finally, we hope that the information contained in this report will be useful to our

experimental colleagues when they are designing their detectors for pp and pp collisions

at high energies.
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